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Word of Welcome
Receive greetings in Jesus name,
The year 2020 has been a very unique one for the entire world due to
the covid-19 pandemic. Like in a juice blender, the spin caused a violent
mix and as it settles some stuff has sunk to the bottom, some are
oscillating in the liquid solvent at the middle and yet some are floating
on top like foam. But even for such a time as this, scripture in Romans
8:28 holds true;

And we know that in all things God works for the good of those
who love him, who have been called according to his purpose.
As Christian teachers, Chaplains and ministry workers who love and serve God, we must continue to seek him that
we may understand his workings for our good and soar above the storms and keep to his mission to make disciples.
Every step must be a step of faith, and how we need the Lord to increase our faith.
EACTC2020 is really a step of faith, largely planned and executed along a path we have not walked before. With
physical meetings sunk, many aspects of the planning dissolved into a pandemic solvent, and technology on top like
foam, we have truly depended on God as in Jeremiah 33:3 to teach us new things we don’t know yet. Finally, the
conference is here with us, after a series of very successful and impactful preconference tracts on Zoom and
Facebook. With the digital platform, unique cost effective opportunities have emerged. With the conference fee
dropping from 7,000/- to 1000/-, flexible timings, recorded sessions, power point notes, mobile money transfers,
chat services, audio-visual contacts, bulk messaging, etc the delegates are now more in charge albeit the challenges
that come with technology. Scripture calls upon us to make use of every such opportunity.
We so delighted that over 400 delegates have registered through our online portal, to the glory of God. The
delegates are drawn across Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, South Sudan, Sychelles and Zimbabwe. This is
beyond what we would imagine, and for all intents and purposes, we now have a viable movement of Christian
teachers for high school ministry. With this seed, we must continue to do all that we can to bring on board for God’s
service all other Christian teachers and chaplains we know out there. Let’s invite them to join this conference
platform which aims to equip, network and resource Christian teacher, chaplain and high school ministry workers.
We pray that this network will go beyond the conference, as we desire to see a Christian teacher’s movement in East
Africa.
And what a theme for EACTC 2020, Called for such a time as this. This theme drawn from the story of Esther in
Esther 4:14 was adopted long before the covid-19 situation and we cannot wait to see what the Lord wants to speak
to us. Much appreciation to the planning team and the Secretariat led by Judy Kibet and those who offered to be
champions, the SFHM board led by the chairman James Munene, partnering ministries, all speakers, facilitators,
intercessors, worship team and anyone who has played whatever role in this ministry and all delegates in
attendance.

In Christ service,
Eng. Mukui Alex
Conference Director
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Why Teaching is One of the Most Strategic
Careers for The Great Commission
Let's look at it this way:
• The Christian teachers are missionaries fully funded by their governments.
• In the remote areas, teachers may be among the few professionals present in
the school and community and thereby easily gaining respect and acceptance.
• Its’ the profession that reaches the young or the future of a community. This is the highest investment strata
one can enter through with the highest returns.
• It’s the profession that is entrusted in the knowledge and educating the minds of a community. It’s a wonderful opportunity to shape the worldview of the entire community.
• Schools are located everywhere, including the closed communities.
• The turnover of students each year widens the scope of influence.
• The teacher doesn’t have to go out of their way to reach the community. It is integrated with the profession.
Through history, teaching as a profession has been extensively used to advance the gospel. And we must seize
this opportunity as Christian teachers, to ensure that no student passes through our hands without hearing the
saving grace of our Lord Jesus Christ.
As a Christian teacher, knowing your subject matter enables you to be academically sound, but your every
action in the classroom teaches students about who you are. North Education professor Sharon Connor tells
this story about her experience in public school, “Right after I began teaching in a public school, I had students
stop by my room after school and ask me, ‘You are a Christian, aren’t you?’ When asked how they knew – the
answer was simply – ‘You can tell.’ “Every decision a teacher makes in the classroom reflects their character
and their core values. Decisions about management, handling conflict, disciplining, responding to authority,
showing compassion – you name it – comes out of who the teacher is.Christianity as a teacher – in action in the
classroom – is probably the strongest testimony to students, parents and school administrators there can be.
A Christian teacher has unparalleled unique opportunity and audience with which to share his or her life.
We hope and Pray that your ministry as a Christian teacher, will not only remain on pulpit every Sunday but
also in the classroom during math or English or history lesson. Thank you for purposing to be part of the 3rd
edition of the virtual EACTC 2020.
Jacktone Amukasa
Deputy Conference Director
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A TIME TO BUILD

DISRU PTION
In
the
middle
of

Ex 32:1-4

• The Lockdown offers us the perfect opportunity to stormproof our lives.
• It also probably shows us that our problem before now was not really inadequate time but inappropriate priorities.

Acts 2:1-4

HOW TO BUILD STORM-PROOF LIVES
Matthew 7
24 “All who listen to my instructions and follow them are wise, like a man who builds
his house on solid rock. 25 Though the rain
comes in torrents, and the floods rise and the
storm winds beat against his house, it won’t
collapse, for it is built on rock.

A tale of two lock downs
CRISIS IS A FILTER CRISIS IS A FILTER
• Joseph
• Esther
• Daniel
• Gideon
• Saul
• David

1. Listen to my instructions
2. follow them
LISTENING IN AN AGE OF MASS DISTRACTION
1. Listening is more than hearing
2. Listening is a disposition, an attuning of all
of our faculties (Incline, bowdown thine
ear, apply thine heart Prov 22:17).
3. listening is understanding. I can hear Swahili but can’t listen to what is being said.

Matthew 7
24 “All who listen to my instructions and follow them are wise, like a man who builds
his house on solid rock. 25 Though the rain
comes in torrents, and the floods rise and the
storm winds beat against his house, it won’t
collapse, for it is built on rock.
26 “But those who hear my instructions and
ignore them are foolish, like a man who builds
his house on sand. 27 For when the rains and
floods come, and storm winds beat against
his house, it will fall with a mighty crash

CONDITIONS FOR FOLLOWING

Then Jesus said to His disciples, If anyone desires to be My disciple, let him deny himself
[disregard, lose sight of, and forget himself
and his own interests] and take up his cross
and follow Me [[p]cleave steadfastly to Me,
it’s not our responsibility to worry about crisis conform wholly to My example in living and,
or storms, our responsibility is building the if need be, in dying, also]. Matt 16:24 AMPC
right foundation the question is...
“what kind of foundation are you building?” 1. Disregard himself,
2. Lose sight of himself,
”How you steward ‘your’ time and money is 3. Forget himself
the clearest reflection of your priorities and 4. Forget his own interests
predictor of your posterity.“
5. Cleave steadfastly to me
6. Conform wholly to my example
What did the unprofitable (Matt 25:14-30)
servant do with his time? there are only two
possible options.
what commitments are you making
1. Nothing?
to
2. His own business?
Listen & Follow?
what about you?
4
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INTRODUCTION AND SELF-REFLECTION

• We cannot visit our friends or relatives
freely. No chamas for ladies
• The human touch is gone, we can’t hug
• Can’t dress the way we wish due to
wearing masks (lip sticks, hair styles….)
• Can’t plan our or children’s dream weddings or friends…. No dancing.

1. Tell us your name
2. Where you come from and what you do
3. One achievement you have made
		
during the covid19 season
4. One thing you are struggling with due to
the covid19 pandemic

We can’t burry our loved ones or have
people support us or us supporting others
when in crisis the way we did

What do you think/feel has changed in you
or in your life since March 13th?
“Finding peace at such a time as this”-The
covid19 pandemic

Loss or fear loss of job (private Schools)
and sources of livelihood for self and
loved ones

Expected Outcomes:

We have lost control over our freedom
and affairs. It feels like we have also lost
our identity.

• To understand issues that could trigger
anxiety in the covid19 season
• To help the teacher know how to deal
with anxiety, loss and trauma for mental
wellness
• To help the teacher find assurance in
God’s word for mental wellness.

Controlled by demands of corona virus
We are all going through loss and grief
(DABDA)
Life no longer seems to have meaning or
exciting.

What is peace?

No motivation to plan for tomorrow

Peace is a stress-free state of calmness and
tranquility. An inner contentment to be the
person you are in the circumstances you
may be in
In John 14:27: “Peace I leave with you; my
peace I give you. I do not give to you as the
world gives.” Do not let your hearts be troubled and do not be afraid.

Jesus Dilemma

As believers the main question to ask is How
do we maintain peace of heart and mind at
such a time as this?
Jesus told his disciples just before he left
them In John 16:33 “I have told you these
things, so that in me you may have peace.
What?? With the current situation Is it practi- In this world you will have trouble.But take
cal to have peace?
heart! I have overcomethe world.”
What has robbed us of our peace

How has this impacted on us?

• The novel corona virus season(SARS Cov2)
• New Lifestyle with loss of freedom: curfews, quarantine and isolation, lockdowns and containments.
• No going to work for over 5 months or loss
of work
• Teaching our children-Parents turned 		
teachers and other roles
• Our places of worship have been closed/
partially reopened (no spiritual unwinding)

• This can be overwhelming and causes
strong emotionsmaking it hard to maintain sanity
• We fear infection and dying
• Levelsofanxiety are up,loneliness,hopelessness, helplessness,depression, sleep
and eating disorders, hypo or hypersexuality
• Life no longer seems to have meaning
and ideas of self-harm or harm to others
cross our feeble minds (the increasing
cases of suicide/homicide).
6

How to maintain Peace and reduce anxiety
during the season

• There is increased harmful use of alcohol and drugs (for self-medication to try
cope)
• Addictions to technology (social media,
pornography, masturbation)
• Increased anger and aggression= Domestic and intimate partner violence,
Child physical (young mothers/fathers irritated by the stress-Thelcase)
• Child sexual abuse and teenage pregnancy due to locked up sexual energy in
young people, idleness and the staying
home together
• Those with preexisting(on remission) or
predisposition of mental conditions have
worsened or been triggered
• Physical illnesses

1.Validate the feelings: Accept to self that
it is normal to worry and feel threatened by
what is happening( novel virus and unprecedented situation). acknowledge you are
scared, you can’t sleep, you feel depressive. Its normal. It’s not a sin. It helps to Accept, Adapt then Act (the book get a copy
from FOCUS Kenya Office through Kungu at
0724253530 or skungu@focuskenya.org)
Jesus in the garden of gethsemane told
his disciples Mathew 26:38 Then he said to
them,“My soul is overwhelmed with sorrowto the point of death. Stay here and keep
watch with me.”Vs 39 he asked God to remove the cup from him if it was Gods will. It
was heavy.

Impact….
• Some of us are angry with God.
• It is okay its part of the grieving process.
Understand that you are going through
grief• How? =you have lost all the things that
give your life meaning
• viewing the world and the people in it as
unsafe/a threat-No longer secure hence
no peace

Healing or seeking for help begins with acknowledgment that one is sick or has an issue that needs to be dealt with East Africa
2.Be cautious but not fear: Follow all the
WHO, CDC & MOH guidelines (don’t ignore)
Isaiah 41:10fear not, for I am with you; be not
dismayed, for I am your God; I will strengthen you, I will help you, I will uphold you with
my righteous right hand.

Insight during the season
• In mental health, its difficult to deal with
someone without insight
• Insight of what you are going through depends on self awareness and awareness
of environment.
• In this season its good to know;
• Who am I? how I have conceptualized
the season, personality, past experiences, gender, age, faith and grace levels
etc.
• How much can I handle? Boundaries!!
• How has the season affected me-Am I
like job or his wife?
• If you lack self awareness, the season
may throw you off balance, yet there is
life after covid19. God will remain God
in and out of season 2Tim 4.2 …be prepared in season and out of season…
• Where am I in life: stage/season of life am
in? mother, children, Empty nest, about
to retire, retired etc

3. Get factual information not conspiracy
theories from social media about covid19.
Get from WHO,CDC, MoH, medics, scientists…..
There is need to arm ourselves with all the
correct information about Corona Virus. It
helps us to act with understanding not panic
Authentic information calms one Hosea 4:6
Mypeople are destroyed from lack of knowledge.
John 8:32“You will know the truth and the
truth sets one free”.
4. Need for Cognitive appraisal: Avoid rumination or catastrophizing the season Philippians 4:6-7: Be anxious for nothing….. But with
prayer and thanksgiving …..and the peace
of God….
Embrace positive thoughts and a spirit of
7

gratitude:Choose to focus and amplify the nection or family get together.
positive things in life, instead of dwelling on Form support groups-buddy system
how bad you feel or how dire the situation Keep it near normal virtually
looks.
7. Tap into your inner resources and past exConsider starting and ending each day by periences. Remember past crisis that you
listing things you are thankful for.
overcame; death of loved one, disease etc.
Maintain a sense of hope, work to accept This helps you to know that you can overchanges as they occur and try to keep prob- come even this crisis hence your ability to
lems in perspective.
maintain peace
e.g.If living in upmarket change house,
downsize spending to safe for tomorrow
Mathew 6: 26 …Birds of the air…ask the Lord
to feed you as he feeds the birds of the air
every morning.

(David facing Goliath 1 samuel17:34 TheLORDwho rescuedme from the paw of the
lionand the paw of the bear will rescue me
from the hand of this Philistine.”)

This amplifies fears, reduces ability to adapt
and cope because you will always be on the
fear, fight, flight mode and you cannot think
ahead (limbic system vs prefrontal lobe)

Luke 21: 34-“Be careful, or your hearts will be
weighed down with dissipation, drunkenness
and the anxieties of life,and that day will
close on you unexpectedlylike a trap.

• Romans 10:17 Consequently, faith comes
from hearing the message,and the message is heard through the word about
Christ.
• Too much about Covid19 reduces your
ability to have peace. It creates a faith
that you are dying and that the corona
virus is in control East

9. Connecting with God: Spirituality is a protective factor against mental distress and
creates stability necessary for peace of
heart. Mathew 6:33 Seek ye first the kingdom
of God and his righteousness and all these
other things…

8. Establish personal choices that keep you
5. Limit the 24-hour-news cycle on the pan- calm: Biological approach= Healthy eating,
demic: Although its important to keep up to exercising, sleep hygiene, relaxation
date with correct information, too much ex- -Avoid use of negative coping mechanisms
posure may create a lot of anxiety and feel- like alcohol and drugs, sleeping pills, isolaing of hopelessness.
tion/withdrawal, aggression

Seek the person and the presence of God
through prayer and other regularspiritual ex6. Keep connected with your Social Support ercisessuch as reading and meditating on
Systemsthe scriptures, prayer with fasting, emphasize
God knew we had technology when he al- communion with God, thinking His thoughts,
lowed corona virus (SARs COV-2) in 2019
sensing His presence, and knowing His will.
Proverbs 17:17 A friend loves at all times,and This changes the focus from the corona virus
a brother is born for a time of adversity.
pandemic or self to a higher power that can
give hope and a solution to the crisis.
Even with social distancing, curfews and
containment use available means to con- Psalm 73: 26: My flesh and my heartmay fail,
nect with buddies, family and friends, Call but God is the strengthof my heart and my
and hold virtual meetings if you can.
portionforever.
Debrief as families or friends, pray together,
hold birthday parties, anniversaries. It keeps
you going when you know you are not alone.
Let lockdown not lock you out of social con8

10. Establish referral pathways for help: There
are several players in the covid19 response.
It is important to have access and knowledge to the available avenues for help including for your students who are getting
raped
This may include the chief, police service,
ambulances, health services, spiritual leaders and psychosocial support services.
There are helpline contacts attached to all
these responders that may assist in case you
are stuck (719). It reduces anxiety.
Remember to talk to your students, empow-

er them on how to navigate this crisis and
pray with and for them any time you have
opportunity
Take home Reflection
•What is your take home?
•What will you do different to maintain
God’s Peace?
•What would you like to see happen in you
in future crisis?
•What inner resources do you have to support self and others navigate this season?
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CRITICAL QUESTIONS TO ASK…..

MISTAKES WE MAKE

1. What does say about God financial
management and wealth creation.
2. Are you dealing faithfully with money,
based on time tested biblical principles?
3. Are you proactive about your financial
management …How or how not?
4. Why do you work, and how is this related
to wealth creation?
5. What kind of financial legacy will you
leave: financial freedom or financial ruin.
6. Do you know at which level you are,
financially, and how to move up to the
next level.

“Behavior is the end result of a prevailing
story in one’s mind: change the story and
the behavior will change.”
1. The Core
The story of Assets Vs Liabilities
2. Our Culture
•
Hunters & Gatherers
•
Kondoo Mentality
•
Kiosks Vs Business Systems
3. Funding Current Lifestyle: What or Who?
•
The Principle of Seed or Fruit
•
Bury our heads in the sand
4. Generational vs Short Term Approach
•
Scarcity vs Abundance
•
Drums vs Pipes
•
All things to All men at All times

THE FLOW

The Path to Legacy: My Story
God’s Heart: His Story
THE JOURNEY TO LEGACY...TAKE
Our Story: The Mistakes we Make
OWNERSHIP!
The Journey to Legacy in Personal Financial
THE JOURNEY TO LEGACY….TAKE OWNERSHIP!
Management and Wealth Creation
MY STORY

Be Grateful…

Be Generous

The Journey to Legacy… Shocked into Action!

Make decisions &
adjustments

REALITY CHECK…… UPON RETIREMENT
1 out 100 will have financial freedom
4 out 100 will be financially independent
50 out of 100 will depend on family and
friends
15 out 100 will look for employment
30 out of 100 will die early
“What is your reality?”

Lay a Sure
foundation based on
God not Culture

on Money Matters

Think Generationally:
Steps to Financial
Freedom

Don’t Self Sabotage :
Attitudes, Thoughts,
Self Talk

GOD’S HEART: 6 PRINCIPLES
AS A MAN THINKETH….

1. God Owns it All God Cares
2. God Respects
Hard work
Goal Setting
Planning
3. Money Management
Choices & Consequences
4. The Question of Debt
5. Contentment & Generosity
6. Stewardship

What kind of person shall you become, when it comes to Thinking about Money Matters….
1. Those who think they know it all and don’t really need to ask questions.

2.Those who ask questions but not the right ones.

3.Those who do ask the right questions.
4.Those who ask the right questions because they continually ask if they are asking the right
questions.

The most successful people find themselves in the fourth group more often than not, don’t they?
Have I Just asked a question?

God’s word has over 2,000 References to
Money and Possessions
11
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PREAMBLE

ly positioned, in kingdom terms, than the
local Pastor.
1. Appreciation:
• Christian teachers form one of the big• The Conference Committee and for congest and most conspicuous occupants of
sidering me worthy of such a noble asthe pulpit (especially outside cities).
signment.
• Many Christian teachers peddle/hawk
• The tech guys who are working behind
another counterfeit gospel believing they
the scenes to create a conducive learnare preaching the true gospel
ing environment and to ensure that we
remain connected.
THE PROBLEM
2. Personal Testimony:
• Raised in a Christian home but only got
born again in adult life not having heard
and understood the gospel.
• Answered call to fulltime ministry almost
immediately after salvation.
• Been a student minister for most of my
over 29 years of ministry.
• Currently leading an urban megachurch
with a missions mandate to reach to Indian Diaspora in Nairobi city.
3. Family: Married to Jane (26 years and 9
days) and father to two adult daughters.
4. Passion: Biblical truth (preaching-teaching), marriage and family, cross-cultural missions, and ministerial development (mentoring younger preachers)
SEMINAR OBJECTIVES
1. To help the Christian teacher understand
what the [true] gospel is.
2. To help the Christian teacher to know the
distinguishing characteristics of the [true]
gospel.
3. To help the Christian teacher guard him/
herself from peddling or “peddled” gospel.
INTRODUCTION
Telling Observations
• It is established that most Christians got
saved at the formative years of schooling.
• The Student Ministry (Primary and High
School as well as university/college) as
perhaps the most strategic initiative in
discipling communities.
• The Christian union as perhaps the largest
church in most parts of our countries.
• The Christian teacher — especially the
CU Patron — as being more strategical-

1. Captivity of Pulpit
• Decline in number of quality Bible preachers and teachers
• Decline of the Word of God in the churches
• Decline in biblical discipleship — overemphasis on material wellbeing more than
spiritual wellbeing.
2. Contemporary Secular Trends
• Replacement of the pulpit with musical
instruments
• Replacement of preaching with motivation
• Replacement of preachers with ‘worship’
leaders and motivational speakers
• Replacement of Bible truth with secular
humanistic ideals guided by popular psychology
3. Result
• Prevalence of doctrinal confusion, deception and heresies in student ministry
• Few numbers of salvation, poor discipleship and rampant nominalism
• Negligence of High School ministry in
preference for other (church) ministry; especially Sunday School
• Decline of student ministry organisations
— very few seasoned/professional student ministers.
BIBLICAL FOUNDATION
1. The Reality of False Teachers and False
Prophets: Biblical prophecy indicates too
well the intolerable decay which will characterise the last days before the second
coming of Jesus Christ.
• Matt. 7:15f Warning against false prophets who are ravenous wolves in sheep’s
clothing. “You shall know them by their
fruits.”
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• Matt. 24:11, 24 The rise of “many false
prophets” and “false Christs” as a sign
of Christ’s second coming. Instructively,
their goal is to “deceive many” people.
In fact, they “shall show great signs and
wonders, insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect.”
• Mark 13:22 The rise of false christs and
false prophets showing “signs and wonders, to seduce, if it were possible, even
the elect.”
• 2 Peter 2:1-3 False teachers will “bring in
damnable heresies, even denying the
Lord that bought them, and bring upon
themselves swift destruction.”
• 1 John 2:18 “... as you have heard that
the antichrist is coming, even now many
antichrists have come...”
• 2 John 7 “Many deceivers, who do not
acknowledge Jesus Christ as coming in
the flesh, have gone out into the world.
Any such person is the deceiver and the
antichrist.”
2. The Path of Deception
a) Subtle Corruption of God’s Word 2 Cor.
11:3 cf Ge. 3:1-6)
• “But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtilty, so
your minds should be corrupted from the
simplicity that is in Christ” (KJV)
• But I am afraid that just as Eve was deceived by the serpent’s cunning, your
minds may somehow be led astray from
your sincere and pure devotion to Christ”
(NIV)
b) Institutional and doctrinal dogmatism (2
Tim. 3:6-7)
• Coercive Persuasion, Mind Control and
Manipulation
• Exclusivity and entrapment
c) Gifted Ignorant Preachers (eg Apollos in
Acts 18:24-26).
3. The Rise of Another Gospel (Gal. 1:6-12)
• “I marvel that ye are so soon removed
from him that called you into the grace
of Christ unto another gospel: Which is
not another; but there be some that trouble you, and would pervert the gospel of
Christ. But though we, or an angel from
heaven, preach any other gospel unto
you than that which we have preached
unto you, let him be accursed. As we
said before, so say I now again, If any

•
•
•
•
•
•

man preach any other gospel unto you
than that ye have received, let him be
accursed. For do I now persuade men, or
God? or do I seek to please men? for if I
yet pleased men, I should not be the servant of Christ. But I certify you, brethren,
that the gospel which was preached of
me is not after man. For I neither received
it of man, neither was I taught it, but by
the revelation of Jesus Christ” (KJV, emphasis added).
The possibility of another gospel — 		
which is not THE GOSPEL of Christ
The reality of ‘perverters’ of THE
GOSPEL of Christ
The reality of ‘preachers’ of another 		
gospel
The shock of Christians believing and
following another gospel
Scripture leaves no doubt as to the emergence of false prophets and false christs
before the second coming of Jesus Christ.
Significantly, their goal is to mislead many
people from the true faith using so great
supernatural manifestations that even
the righteous believers may be ensnared.
These are men (and women) whose God
is their belly and whose creed is greed.
Ignorantly, these deceived workers of iniquity labour for their own eternal destruction (see also 2 Peter 2:1) “Their destiny
is destruction, their god is their stomach,
and their glory is in their shame. Their mid
is on earthly things.” (Phil. 3:19).

UNDERSTANDING THE GOSPEL
1. Popular misunderstanding in equating THE
GOSPEL with THE WORD (totality of the Bible)
• 1 Cor. 15:1-2 “…I declare unto you the
gospel which I preached unto you, which
ye have received…. By which ye are
saved….”
• Rom. 15:20 “It has always been my ambition to preach the gospel where Christ
was not known…”
2. THE GOSPEL = the GOOD NEWS of God’s
redemptive plan for humanity
3. THE GOSPEL is centred around the unified
biblical theme of God’s creation, human’s
free will, the introduction of sin and fall of humanity, the futility of human/religious efforts,
the supremacy and sufficiency of Christ.
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4. THE GOSPEL is centred on the person and
ministry of Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 15:
• His divine conception
• His sinless life
• His ministry of preaching, teaching and
healing
• His suffering
•
His unfair condemnation and perse-		
cution
•
His crucifixion and substitutionary 		
death on the cross
•
His burial
• His resurrection
• His ascension
• His second coming
5. THE GOSPEL should be preached in the
power of the Holy Spirit
• Inadequacy and barrenness of human
ability, skill and experience (including education!)
6. THE GOSPEL bridges God’s sovereignty
and humanity’s free will
7. Acceptance of THE GOSPEL leads to repentance
• Removal of hostility between God and
the repentant person
- Assurance of forgiveness of sin
- Assurance of a right relationship with
God
- Assurance of answered prayer
- Assurance of victory over sin
• A transformed life in obedience to Christ
• Restoration and reassurance of eternal
life with God
• Socio-economic and community transformation
8. Spread of THE GOSPEL leads to entrenchment of socio-economic and community
transformation
9. The transformation of THE GOSPEL leads to
establishment of God’s kingdom on earth
10. Preachers of THE GOSPEL labour for the
fulfilment of God’s redemptive plan to bring
Him optimum glory

preach Christ
• 1 Cor. 1:23 “But we preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews a stumbling block,
and unto the Greeks foolishness;”
• 2 Cor. 4:5 “For we do not preach ourselves but Christ Jesus, and ourselves as
your bond servants for Jesus’ sake.”
3. Perverters of THE GOSPEL create another [counterfeit] gospel and preach another
Christ
• -Gal. 1:8 “….preach any other gospel……”
• - 2 Peter 2:1 “But there were also false
prophets among the people, just as there
will be false teachers among you. They
will secretly introduce destructive heresies, even denying the sovereign Lord
who bought them…”
4. God has decreed judgement upon
preachers of another [counterfeit] gospel
• - Gal. 1:8-9 But though we, or an angel
from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than that which we have
preached unto you, let him be accursed.
As we said before, so say I now again, If
any man preach any other gospel unto
you than that ye have received, let him
be accursed.”
• - Phil. 3:19 “Their destiny is destruction,
their god is their stomach, and their glory
is in their shame. Their mind is on earthly
things.”
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GOSPEL

THE GOSPEL is primarily concerned with humanity’s plight in sin
• THE GOSPEL is centred on Christ and His
cross — we preach Christ and Him crucified
• THE GOSPEL is centred on Scriptures not
human experiences
• THE GOSPEL results in transformation of life
— not just submission to religious oughts/
rules
THEREFORE…
• THE GOSPEL seeks for spiritual growth
(radical disciples of Christ) not just conTHE GOSPEL is the message (= Good News)
verts and numerical growth
of Christ
• THE GOSPEL is evidenced by holiness,
• -1 Cor. 2:2 “For I resolved to know nothpurity, integrity, truthfulness, honesty, etc
ing while I was with you you except Jesus
within biblical worldview
Christ and Him crucified.”
2. So, preachers of THE GOSPEL should
15

THE GOSPEL AS A TRUST
THE GOSPEL has been handed down to us
from Christ through the Apostles and generations of faithful preachers
• Preachers should be living testimonies of
the efficacy of THE GOSPEL
• Preachers are merely trustees and custodians of THE GOSPEL
To preach is to proclaim, to declare or to
announce the received gospel message
• Preachers are not the originators of THE
GOSPEL message
• Preachers do not have liberty to edit THE
GOSPEL
• Preachers do not decide on the outcome of THE GOSPEL

dlers of another gospel
• Unfaithfulness to biblical teaching
• Poor Bible interpretation
• Self-glorification personality cult with Jesus Christ in the shadow of the preacher
(MA-MOG?)
• Pursuit of self-gain
• Tendency to manipulate and control
• Common rumours and scandals of sin
• Pervasive tolerance of moral and ethical
failure
E. Have nothing to do with deceivers and
peddlers of another gospel
GUARDING AGAINST ]DECEIVING OTHERS

Two categories of deceiving
• Intentional and calculated — like Satan
To peddle THE GOSPEL is to hawk or merdeceived Eve
chandise it for personal gain
• Subtle — unintentional and uncalculat• Those who peddle THE GOSPEL often
ed largely via ignorant and incompetent
have not experienced it or have denied
preachers (e.g. Apollos)
it
• Those who peddle THE GOSPEL often In which of these two categories would
hawk a counterfeit
Christian teachers easily fall?
The reality today of preachers of another GUARDING AGAINST DECEIVING OTHERS
gospel is sad evidence of THE GOSPEL having been counterfeited
1. At Personal Level
• Ensure that you are currently not deGUARDING AGAINST BEING DECEIIVED
ceived already
• Confirm your level of doctrinal underA. Confirm if you ever heard and believed
standing
THE GOSPEL
• Pursue and live a life of moral and ethi• Confirm ‘Normal Christian Birth’ and deal
cal uprightness in all matters of life and
with congenital problems
vocation
• Deal with any evidence of habitual sin in
your life
2. In Your Association
• Stop associating with deceivers and pedB. Submit to the Word of God
dlers of another gospel — question the
• Systematic, regular and consistent readdoctrinal stand of your church and its
ing and study of Scriptures
ministers
• Faithful commitment to a Bible believing • Stop listening to deceivers and peddlers
and Bible teaching Church
of another gospel
• Spiritual maturity characterized by victo- • Be alert to guard against being deceived
ry of sin and understanding of Bible doctrines
3. In the Ministry
• Enhance your competence in Bible interC. Pursue and establish a biblical worldview
pretation on top of basic ministry skills
in all aspects of life
Avoid common pitfalls like allegorisation and
proof texting
D. Know the marks of deceivers and ped- • Establish yourself as a Bible teacher16

preacher more than a motivational Guard the pulpit jealously do not allow pedspeaker
dlers of another gospel space
• Be humble to accept areas of personal
OR intentionally distinguish when preaching
doctrinal ignorance — and avoid giving
and when motivating
simple (YES/NO) answers to difficult doc• Adopt a textual or expository approach
trinal questions
to preaching — discourage and turn
away from topical approaches
CONCLUSION
• Stop copying (plagiarism!) and recycling
popular sermons — study Bible to devel- 1. “We proclaim Him[Christ], admonishing
op your sermons
every man and teaching every man with
• Serve in the ministry in accountability with
all wisdom, so that we may present every
other ministers — including a reference
man complete in Christ” (Col. 1:28)
group/point in matters of life and godli- 2. Cursed is anyone who preaches another
ness
[counterfeit] gospel (Gal. 1:8-9)
• Actively correct false doctrine and, 3. Preachers of another [counterfeit] gospel
where possible, confront peddlers of anbring upon themselves swift destruction
other gospel
(2 Peter 2:1)
4. “...Woe to me, if I do not preach the gospel!” (1 Cor. 9:16) 0755523092
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BBC Born Before Computers

Realities
Mobile Phones are Getting
Smarter

Covid-19
Educational
Disruption

Mission Field is Changing

Working
from home

Studying
from home

Digitally Native Generation
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Digital Usage

In-form-ation
formation of the mind,

Exponential growth

Rate of sucuide
is increasing
Let’s Define
Discipleship and Education

In an alarming Rate

Digitally

Discipleship

Connected
Generation

Discipleship is teaching biblical precepts, while modeling and
guiding others toward living righteously as followers of Jesus
Christ.

Walk with Christ
Folower of Christ

Rethink Disciplship
YouthTeens
In the digital era.

the process of receiving or giving systematic instruction,
especially at a school or university.

Education

Information

Latin Word “Educe”
To bring out or develop
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Will no longer be a barier
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Automate
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Not a
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The Big Change
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1 Chronicles 12፡32

from Issachar, men who understood the
times and knew what Israel should do—200
chiefs, with all their relatives under their
command;

You are Called

Raise A Generation that is
fit to lead in the uknown.
SamiYeja

David
and

THANK YOU

G o lia t h

Samiyeja
You can find me at +251911241280
@samsonusmael
Samson.usmael@cccsea.org
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THE STATE OF DISCIPLESHIP IN EAST AFRICA
By James Munene

•

•

THE STATE OF DISCIPLESHIP IN AFRICA:
KENYA
• Kenya is said to be 80% Christian. Over
60% of Christians in our churches today
received the foundation of their salvation
in High School. Currently, there are almost 3 million students in over 9,000 High
Schools across Kenya, a plentiful harvest.
The High School Church is therefore critical in influencing how the Church grows
numerically and spiritually. Outreach to
High Schools is not just but a strategic integral part in the Great Commission.
• The high school ministry work is largely under the CU patrons and chaplains
(the unsung Heroes). However, the entire
community of Christian teachers is critical
in a very fundamental way in the ministry
work among students.
• There are about 50,000 Christian teachers in High Schools across Kenya. If they
were all mobilized and equipped to take
up their role in these Schools as ambassadors of Christ, the transformation in the
Church and in the country at large would
be phenomenal.

•
•

•

Report of the Survey on Spiritual Nourishment
during the COVID-19 Stay-at-home period in
your community
STUDY BY SFHM June 2020
The onset of the COVID 19 pandemic and
subsequent reporting of first case in Kenya in
March 2020 led to the immediate closure of
learning institutions in the country.

This was followed up by other Covid 19 Protocols by the government that included the
closure of places of worship and restriction
Kenya has over 9,000 high schools with of movements in the country.
over 3 million students
Students spend 75% of their teenage life Inevitably, the lack of meeting of believers
in School with teachers and only about had an undocumented impact on the spiri25% of that at home or in the local church. tual lives of Christian teenagers, who would
The teacher has unparalleled influence ordinarily have been nurtured in the safety
in the lives of students and the society at nets of the Church and the School.
large.
Dysfunctional families and disintegration SFHM, sought to establish the spiritual welof the moral fabric of society is creating fare of Christian high school students during
a gap in parenting among students thus the COVID 19 season.
shifting tremendous responsibility to the

SOME QUICK FACTS
•
•
•
•

teacher.
With the rise of false teachers and the
spread of the prosperity gospel, many
schools are without a regular flow of
sound preachers in their meetings.
Young people are experiencing unprecedented exposure to information and
destructive trends with the advancement
of technology.
Many groups are competing for the attention of young people. Among them
are Cultic and Occult groups, LGBTQ etc.
Freedom of worship is guaranteed to every person in Kenya (constitution of Kenya chapter 4 part 2(32) and therefore
the need to seize the opportunity in our
schools.
Therefore ministering and equipping the
Christian teacher will have tremendous
and direct impact in character formation and spiritual growth of the students
in school and beyond.
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The Key areas of Study included:
• Knowledge of practice by Christian
high-schoolers with regards to bible study,
prayer, evangelism and fellowship
• Emotional pressures experienced during
the season
• Programmatic areas of interest
METHODOLOGY

respondents and 13% Private school going
respondents. 40% respondents from Extra
County Schools,21% National Schools, 13%
County Schools .
Church Attendance and Participation – 68%
were serving as leaders in the CUs and other religious groups in school as leaders in the
CU and other religious groups in school

Due to the Covid19 protocols we set up a Which church do your parents/guardians attend?
digital data capture
47%- Pentecostal/evangelicals, 38% are
The research was undertaken by GTM Africa mainstream protestant
Gender: 56% Male and 44% female respontargeted a nationwide reach
dents.
Respondents were reached via a webbased link sent through WhatsApp, email Year of Study; 45% of respondents were in
and or Facebook to parents, guardians, Form 4. Cumulatively 67% were in Senior
teachers, pastors, church workers and teen- years. Only 14% Form 1’s were reached
agers.
The interviews covered 424 high school students current state of spiritual nourishment
during the COVID-19 stay at home period

Year of Study

A descriptive and correlational analysis of
our findings are presented below.

45%

22%

19%
14%

Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Radio or TV Service Attendance

How Respondent Accessed Questionnaire
WhatsApp link/SMS from teacher not from my school

9%

WhatsApp link/SMS from a friend
WhatsApp link/ from parent/guardian/relative
WhatsApp link from a Christian group/CU
WhatsApp link /SMS from a teacher in my school

Since the Corona Virus Disease (COVID-19) stay at home orders,
have you had access to a church service on radio or TV?

27%
33%

16%

1%
29%

RESPONDENT PROFILE
Questionnaires Countrywide reach: 40 out of
47 counties reached. Kiambu 12%, Nairobi
10%, Nakuru 5% and Nyeri 5%
School Category: 87% Public School going
27

84%

No

Yes

Form 4

Online Church Service Attendance
Since t he Corona Virus Disease (COVID-19) st ay at
home orders, have you had access t o a church
service on online plat forms e.g. FB, IG, YouTube
et c.?

Bible Study
Reasons for not engaging in Bible Study
during this season
Unknown reasons

44%

3%

Sometimes there are
no children of my age

1%

Not able to meet
neighbors due to
Covid 19

2%

3%

0%

No

Sometimes

Yes

Busy with academic
study and house
chores.

Bible Study during Covid 19

41%

25%

4%

I am not interested in
doing Bible Study

8%

2%

44%

I don't know how to do
Bible Study

I don't have a Bible

2%

2%

I have no access to
Bible Study material

48%

2%

22%

3%

20%

1%

46%

29%

5%

26%

2%

14%

0%

In the last 7 days, have you
engaged in Bible Study?

34%

YES= 66%
NO- 34%
66%

Female

Male

Observations: The 3 top reasons cited for not
engaging in Bible study imply that:
• 44%- Bible study can only happen when
32%
37%
there is a guiding material.
• 25%- Lack of training on Inductive or de68%
63%
ductive Bible study or the discipline of
Consistent Bible reading. Qs: How many
of us have read the Bible cover to cover
No Yes
No Yes
consistently at least once?
Observation: Bible study as a discipline • 20%- Attitude towards Bible study. Could
we have modeled that Bible study is not
among the boys than is done more witvery interesting or have we neglected this
nessed among the girl child.
discipline for the pastors and the gurus?
No

Yes
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Family Fellowship

Witnessing

In the last 7 days, have you
witnessed the message of salvation
to anyone?

In the last 7 days, have you and
your family engaged in a family
fellowship?

66%
63%
59%

27%

YES= 73%
NO- 27%
41%

73%

37%
34%

No

Yes

Observations:
Its great to see that discipleship at the home
front is been taken up well, however, saddening that 70% of those not engaged in
family fellowship never have that altogether
and that another 24% abandoned the fellowships altogether.
Female

Male
No

Total
Yes

If No, kindly indicate reasons
We watch tv

1%

We usually have it but nowadays we no
longer have one

24%

We never have family fellowships

70%

We are locked in different zones

1%

The best we've done has been my mum
sharing some verses on our whatsapp
group

1%

My faith being low

1%

Due to unknown reason

1%

Observations:
Majority ,63% had not witnessed the message of salvation vs 37% who did.
The main reason stated by those who did
not witness was that lack of opportunity to
witness, lack of know how to share the gospel and fear of witnessing and of what people may say.
How much have we been involved in witnessing? Have we modeled it for the next
generation? Have we taught them?
29

Matt 28:18-20 – A great part of discipleship
calls for teaching.. What are teaching them
about witnessing? Even in a digital era?
If No, kindly indicate reasons
I have not had the chance to
witness
I feel like I've drifted far from
God

66%

0%

I fear witnessing

I fear what people may say

Religious Support System

7%

I wish schools were open
I am scared of going back to school when schools open
I am not ready for exams should we open school
I have been studying and doing assignments while at home
I worry about helping other people in need
I feel restless when watching news on TV
I want to revenge when someone offends me
I feel a lot of anger when offended
I struggle to find sleep nowadays
I worry a lot about my parents/guardian(s) getting unwell
I am scared of getting infected with corona virus
I feel insecure while at home
I feel nervous during the day
I feel the pressure to help my family financially
I worry a lot about my family having enough money during…
I worry a lot about getting to university
I feel a lot of pressure to engage in sex
I feel a lot of pressure to use drugs
I feel a lot of pressure to go out and be with my friends
I feel a lot of pressure to please my parents/guardian
I feel a lot of pressure to get good grades

9%

I don't know how to
witness/share the gospel

Due to keeping social distance

field. Have they thrived and become
better during this season or have they
struggled much more and lost the faith?
• The parents have a big role in discipleship,
however at the high school age, students
spend 80% of their time with you- The spiritual parent. Of the 4 years, how well have
you equipped this student? Research
done at AIU indicate that more than 6o%
of church leaders today got saved and
had their faith built in high school. What
kind of disciples are you intentionally raising?

14%

29%

82%
43%

62%

24%

15%

11%

87%

66%

32%
29%

Worrying issue

78%

63%
25%

66%
62%
65%

18%
53%

68%

77%

3%

Challenges
What challenges are you facing as a Christian student while at
home during this season? l

Religious Support System

Sexual abuse

Statements on Faith

1%

Substance abuse

1%

Domestic violence

I miss the Christian fellowship in school

1%

anxiety

89%

0%

Social media influence / too much time on…

13%

Sibling rivalry

I have battled much more with my
faith during the stay at home

7%

Restrictions on movement

67%

restricted movement

17%
0%

No spiritual nourishment

I have become a better believer during
the stay at home

67%

13%

Many temptations
Good environment for studing

I would go to my parents/guardian if I
had questions on religion

11%

No social life

86%

14%
0%

Finance

0%

Distractions

0%

Conflicts within family

I would consider my parents/guardian
as religious people

4%

Being idle

14%

Bad company

97%

Observations:
• A great percentage (89%) miss the Christian fellowship at school. How can we
add value to this fellowship as a discipleship tool?
• The times like the covid 19 pandemic,
have come to test the work we have
done in discipling the next generation.
How faithful have you and I been in making disciples in the high school mission

4%

Substance abuse

Sexual abuse

0%

Domestic v iolence

1%

1%

1%

2%

Female

Male

Social media
Idleness
Bad company
No Spiritual nourishment
Substance abuse
No Social life
Above over 50%
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1%
Female

Female

Male

Male

Religious Mobility
If yes, why?

Hav e you ev er thought of joining
any other religion?

The other religions are
practical

67%

5%
The other religions are
cool

95%
No Yes
If yes, which one?
Cult/occult e.g.
illuminati etc.

5%

Scientology

5%

Rastafari

Male

Female
0%

9%

That's where I was
baptised

8%

Islam tend to follow their
religion keenly even the
hours of praying and they
are more decent than
most christians.

8%

10%

0%

14%

17%

20%

9%

If No, why?
Islam

Hindu

Catholic

52%

10%

14%

50%

55%

18%

9%

0%

I would lose my friends

1%

20%

It’s great to see that majority of the students
here have affirmed their faith in Christ. However:
Many groups are competing for the attention of young people. Among them are Cultic and Occult groups, LGBTQ etc.
Muslims are strategically positioning themselves in leadership and market place. How
well grounded are your disciples not to be
swayed away?
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I believe in Jesus as my
Savior

My parents would never
allow me

I'm satisfied with my
religion

57%

3%

39%

Have you had contact with students during
this season?

Have you ever been approached/ recruited to
Join other religions?

• If YES, how have you utilized this season
to nourish them spiritually
• If NO, what caused the disconnect? Was
it lack of contacts or disinterest? How do
you intend to reclaim the lost time?

29%

- How have you prepared yourself during this
season for the ministry/ task ahead of you?
Social Media

71%

No

Which social media platform do you use most
commonly

Yes

Other religions are busy “evangelizing” and
the big question is : Are your students well
prepared to defend the faith and die for the
gospel?

76%

1 Peter 3:15
But in your hearts revere Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for
the hope that you.

11%

11%
2%

Facebook Instagram Snapchat

0%

1%

Tiktok

Twitter

0%
WhatsApp YouTube

Romans 1:16
“For I am not ashamed of the gospel of
Christ: for it is the power of God unto salvation to every one that believeth; to the Jew
first, and also to the Greek.” ... It is the power
of God at work, saving everyone who believes--the Jew first and also the Gentile.”
Religious Support during Covid 19
Would you like to have a Christian Students
Worship service while at home?

6%

0%

You are the pastor – able to reach them directly or through parents?
Utilized technology during COVID-19 to nourish them spiritually?
Learning from COVID-19?
Discipleship

93%
No

Not sure

Yes

The way, our students scattered across the
country side (now), handle their lives while
away from the Christian Union community
and the way they will live after they depart
from our hands into the market place will be
a strong demonstration of the discipleship
effectiveness in our schools and calls upon
us as teachers, chaplains and ministry work32

ers to reflect on how best we can improve
on this. True discipleship will be key.

landlords, and landowners….This Christianity is a cross-less Christianity, preaching a cross-less Christ. It pretends that we
Matt 28:19-20 – Go make disciples
should apologize for the cross of Christ
Matt 16:2, Luke 9:23 – Take up your cross and
because to be a Christian is not to suffer.
follow me…
• The Church cannot afford to live in denial
2Tim 1:13, 1 Corinth 11:1 – follow me as I folof the cross. If the cross is denied in our
low Christ
Christian emphasis, then our Christianity
has lost its biblical distinctiveness. Take up
Discipleship - Emphasis Spiritual Growth –
your cross and follow me ---(Jesus Matt
rather than on Numerical Growth
16:24), Luke 9:23.
• Success in ministry measure - quantity
rather then quality with numbers celebrated and quality compromised. Growth
of Christianity in Africa seen as being “an
inch deep and a mile wide” as noted by
several theologians and missiologists, including the Rev. Dr. John Stott.
• Weak foundations of Christian discipleship while experiencing explosive numerical growth across sub-Saharan Africa
should be a major concern. Need to refocus on the character of those that God
has brough our way - If you lose your
health you have lost something, but you
have not lost everything. If you lose your
wealth you have lost nothing. If you lose
your character you have lost everything.
Rev. Billy Graham
• How prepared are the young people,
who are professing Christianity, as they
leave our hands and the comfort of the
CU, to face the market place whether home, business or public sector? Are
they true ambassadors of Christ shinning
as stars in a corrupt and perverse culture
across Africa?
Discipleship - The cross central must be
central.
• Where is the cross in the way we and they
live as Christ’s followers? Today, popular
theology inspired by the prosperity gospel exponents, “He go butter my bread
and sugar my tea. Me, I no go suffer.”
True yes, but not complete. The God of
the mountain is the God of the valley.
• Rev. Ft. Mathew Kukah, a leading Catholic crusader for social justice in Nigeria,
observed, “Many preachers are promising to make their followers millionaires,

Way forward
• Transformed lives conform to God’s redemptive vision of why he created us.
We are here to impact community in
schools and serve as God’s agents of
redemptive change. To accomplish this
task, we ourselves, need to be rooted in
the knowledge of God’s word. Biblical
depth has no shortcut to a blossoming
Christian life. We must ourselves, like Paul
to Timothy, allow our students to follow us
as we follow Christ (Mr. Wachira)
• As custodians of the ministry (Patrons,
Chaplains, ministry workers listening) in
our Jerusalem, we must each pledge
ourselves to become vessels of transformation (exhibits of God’s kingdom) that
leads those who are responding to the
gospel to become true disciples and witnesses of Jesus Christ through the ministry
we do and the lives we live.
• A blossoming Christianity built on true
discipleship must become the focus of
our ministry. Those who pass through our
hands (in thousands) will step out and impact the society as themselves become
disciple makers.
• ARE WE UP FOR THE CHALLENGE TO MAKE
DISCIPLES IN THE STUDENTS WORLD?
•
•
•
•

We will need to:
Make discipleship a key ministry focus
Develop effective bible study programs
Work together with and take full advantage of the various ministry organizations
(gifted differently for the wholeness of
ministry) who are actively involved in outreach in the various countries.
• Time is of essence
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HOLISTIC DISCIPLESHIP - MINISTRY POST COVID- 19
By Dr. Lydia Ngunjiri
Have compassion on them
• Luke 7:13: When the Lord saw her, He felt
compassion for her, and said to her, “Do
not weep.”
What is holistic discipleship?
• Matthew 15:32: And Jesus called His disciples to Him, and said, “I feel compasHolistic – Based on the idea that the whole
sion for the people, because they have
is more than the sum of its parts. (Physical,
remained with Me now three days and
spiritual, mental, social, academic)
have nothing to eat; and I do not want to
Discipleship: making people to be more
send them away hungry, for they might
Christ Like.
faint on the way
• Isaiah 40:11: Like a shepherd He will tend
Workshop questions
His flock,In His arm He will gather the
lambs; And carry them in His bosom;He
COVID -19 pandemic has come with many
will gently lead the nursing ewes
challenges affecting both teachers and students leaving some hurt and wounded.
1. What has the student and the teacher Have compassion on them
gone through in the last 6months?( physically emotionally, psychologically, spiritu- • sympathetic pity and concern for the sufferings or misfortunes of others; suffer toally etc).
gether.
2. How do we minister to them in a holistic
• Because we too are not perfect either,
manner post COVID-19?
we have been tempted and tested as
they are.
Possible issues After COVID-19 pandemic
• Because you have travelled that road
before them. We can imagine how it
• Teens who have never been to church or
feels to be there
listened to Gods word for 6months
•
Because you can be able to put yourself
• Teens exposed to too much internet/
in their shoes….how would it have been
flooded with +ve &-ve information
for you if you were in their place. Having
• Initiated/addicted to Drugs
the technology they have, having the
• Addictive behaviors:- pornography, masflood of information they have, have the
turbation, illicit sex , sex texting etc
much free time they have. Having been
• In wrong relationships
out of school for 6 months as they have.
• Never touched their books
• That lost hope , backsliding
• Visiting preachers may not be allowed Walk with them
to schools, ministry may be wholly in the
• John 15: 14-15 you are my friends if you
hands of teachers.
do what I command. I no longer call
you servant because a servant does
Holistic Discipleship-The example of Jesus
not know his master’s business. Instead,
I have called you friends, for everything
• Have compassion on them
that I learned from my Father I have
• Walk with them
made known to you.”
• Talk with them
• Jesus was not just a Savior, but He was
also a friend, a teacher, and mentor that
walked with His disciples for three years.
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• Matthew 16:13-20: When Jesus came
to the region of Caesarea Philippi, he
asked his disciples, “Who do people say
the Son of Man is?”They replied, “Some
say John the Baptist; others say Elijah;
and still others, Jeremiah or one of the
prophets.”15 “But what about you?” he
asked. “Who do you say I am?”
• Math 16:8-9 “Aware of their discussion, Jesus asked, “You of little faith, why are you
talking among yourselves about having
no bread? Do you still not understand?
Don’t you remember the five loaves for
•
the five thousand, and how many basketfuls you gathered?”
•
• Don’t talk at them, talk with them
• Do not talk with them before you walk
•
with them; as teachers you have an opportunity to do so.
•
• Get down to their level.
• Appreciate them…Jesus commends Peter but also challenges him strongly- “Get
Talk with them
behind me satan”
• Challenging is best done in the environ• Luke 11:1 “One day Jesus was praying in
ment of trust and care
a certain place. When he finished, one of • When we walk with them our discussions
his disciples said to him, “Lord, teach us
change to almost that of equals, friends
to pray, just as John taught his disciples.”
in the same journey.
• This gives opportunity to correct in love
During this time they saw Jesus face almost every situation imaginable. They
saw Him consistently anchor Himself in
God’s presence through prayer. They
watched as He avoided the spotlight
and the praises of the crowds. He taught
them that in ministry God is the focal point
and He refused to give in to the temptation of self-ambition and self-promotion.
Jesus led by example https://www.beliefnet.com/faiths/christianity/6-practical-life-lessons-jesus-taught-the-disciples.
aspx
Create rapport with them/ be friends with
themCreate time for them (Sunday service
pastors)
Be human, be vulnerable – imagine if it
were you
Be a role model, a mentor and an example
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THE COST OF DISCIPLESHIP
Wole Olabanji
the disciple. (1 Cor 15:33, Rom 8:29-30, Rom
13:14)
b) and that He might send them out to
preach: availability to serve the objectives
INTRODUCTION
Every teacher knows that a student may get of and at the pleasure of the master
someone to pay their tuition, but every learner must pay a price for their own education. Two Discipleship Journeys
It is the same for the disciple - he must pay
1. Judas (was bought for a price)
the price.
Judas was in the same whatsApp group as
Gehazi - they both didn’t deal with greed. (1
Who Is A Disciple?
Tim 6). They both flunked out of discipleship
class.
1. Accept me as your master
2. Walk the same path that I walk
2. Peter (repeatedly paid the price)
• we have left all (Matt 19:27)
Matthew 4:19-21 (Amplified Bible)
• we will die if need be (Matt 26:35)
19 And He said to them, “Follow Me [as My
disciples, accepting Me as your Master and • what sort of death did Peter have in mind
though? (Matt 26:75, John 18:10)
Teacher and walking the same path of life
• A bold new man (Acts 4:13, Acts 4:29)
that I walk], and I will make you fishers of
men.”
The True Cost of Discipleship
20 Immediately they left their nets and
followed Him [becoming His disciples,
If the goal of discipleship is to become like
believing and trusting in Him and following
Him then the true cost of discipleship is the
His example].
death of self.
Be My Disciple, But First Read The Small Print. and
The aim of the disciple should be to be able
• Jesus teaches that there are Terms & to truthfully say: I have been crucified with
Conditions to being a disciple. Mark 8:34 Christ: and I myself no longer live, but Christ
lives in me. (Gal 2:20a)
(Amplified Bible)
• Many (including the disciples) did not
properly understand the Terms & Condi- I Myself No Longer Live
tions - they skipped the small print.
what is the practical outworking of “I myself
•
James, John and Mrs. Zebedee
wanted a blank cheque (Mark 10:35-		 no longer live?”
43)
•
Peter rebuked Jesus for his ‘negativity’ A life lived for Him (2 Cor 5:14-15)
It becomes evident who has been with Him
(Matt 16:21-23)
(Acts 4:13)
•
The disciples thought they were
getting government appointments 		 People can visibly see Him in His disciples
(Acts 11:26)
(Acts 1:1-6)
The Goal of Discipleship
Mark 3:13-14 Amplified Bible,

Conclusion

1. The cost of discipleship is high and its reward is infinite and eternal.
a) To continue to be with Him: Constant communion which ultimately reproduces the life 2. Discipleship is willing submission to the will
of God in all things.
of the teacher in
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DISCIPLESHIP PROCESS & MULTIPLICATION
By Paul Emali
OBJECTIVES OF DISCIPLE-MAKING

THE TEACHER AND DISCIPLE-MAKING
Jesus in Matthew 28:19-20 calls His Church
to:
“..go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, the
Son and the Holy Spirit, and teaching them
to obey everything I have commanded you.
And surely I am with you always, to the very
end of the age.”
Same is repeated in Mark 16:15; Luke 24:4648 and John 20:21
2 Corinthians 5:17-20
17 Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a
new creation; the old has gone, the new
has come! 18 All this is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ and gave
us the ministry of reconciliation: 19 ……..And
he has committed to us the message of reconciliation. 20 We are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God were making his
appeal through us.
1. Christian teachers don’t have to go out
of their way to minister to the students
2. The teachers’ scope of influence keeps
increasing automatically every other
year
3. Schools are located everywhere including communities that are not open to the
gospel.
4. Literate people are easier to disciple than
illiterate people
5. As educators, it easy for teachers to shape
the way their students think through the
classroom

1. To evangelize sinners and produce new
believers
2. To establish the new believers and produce growing disciples
3. To equip the growing disciples to multiply
the process in others too

The goal of disciple-making in our schools
is not just to see converts in the kingdom of
God but to increasingly see Christian students who are able to reproduce the whole
process.
WHO YOU ARE IS WHAT YOU ARE PASSING
ON
A LOOK AT APOLLOS:
Describing Apollos, Acts 18:25 says:
He had been instructed in the way of the
Lord, and he spoke with great fervor and
taught about Jesus accurately, though he
knew only the baptism of John.
Acts 19:1-3
Question: “Did you receive the Holy Spirit
when you believed?”
Answer: “No, we have not even heard that
there is a Holy Spirit.”
Question: “Then what baptism did you receive?
Answer: “John’s baptism,”

There can be no effective disciple-making
until we have effective disciple-makers.
• Spiritual maturity must precede spiritualDisciple-making is the process of bringing
multiplication.
people into a right relationship with God, • This is important because we always reand developing them to maturity in Christ
produce after our kind.
through intentional growth strategies, that • Therefore if we take care of what kind of
they might multiply the process in others also.
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DEFINING DISCIPLE-MAKING

Christians we are growing to be, we will
multiply the same kind
• The fundamental question is not, ‘How do
I make disciples?’ but ‘What kind of disciples am I to make?’
THE DISCIPLEMAKING PROCESS

than outright rejection of Christ
• Discipleship must first begin by checking
the foundation of your members
• How do you do that?
• You must have a clear understanding of
what the gospel is and how to help students
respond to that gospel
2. ESTABLISHING
PREACHING AND DISCIPLE-MAKING

WORKSHOP QUESTIONS
1. What kind of disciples are we called to
produce in our schools? What are the Biblical marks of a disciple?
2. What kind of commitments do I need to
make as a student minister to produce this
kind of disciples?
1. EVANGELISM

• The primary means of establishing believers is through the ministry of preaching
• Until preaching is what it should be in our
schools, then the state of discipleship will be
less than it should be.
• The most strategic influence you will ever
have among students is through the pulpit
• To take great care of the pulpit is to take
care of the strongest influence that there
can be in the ministry of making disciples in
our high schools.
• One of your unceasing aims must be to
guard the Christian Union from being secularized.
• Therefore, preaching is not a secondary issue to the ministry that God is calling you to
do. It is not a peripheral issue.
• Preaching is at the very center of disciple-making.
• It is therefore essential for Christian teachers
to be biblically equipped in order to preach
and to be able to proclaim the word of God
effectively.

▪ Every credible statistic shows that Kenya
has less than 25% evangelical Christians
▪ This means that less than 25% of high school
students are truly born again
THINK VERY CLEARLY:
IMPLICATIONS:
▪ Never preach to students without regularly calling sinners to repent of their sins and
place their trust in Christ
▪ We need to always remind ourselves that a
majority of our students are actually unconverted even though many consider themselves to be Christians.
• As Trinity Fellowship, about ¼ of the recorded conversions from our campus ministry are
of students who came from high school believing themselves to be saved when in reality they were not.
• False conversions are more dangerous

• What kind of preaching is my congregation accustomed to?
• Who are the preachers that they have often been hearing from?
• Is my congregation prospering under that
preaching?
• Does my congregation understand the
centrality of the sermon in their life together?
• Are they more devoted to the presentations and other details of their meeting than
they are to the preached word?
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4. Because it is much more difficult to follow
them up later

THE WILLOW CREEK REVEAL STUDY
The Research was:
•An analysis of 6000 surveys completed by
willow creek attendees
•An analysis of 300 people who had left willow creek church
•An analysis of an additional 5000 surveys
three years later
•More than 120 in-depth interviews with
people regarding their discipleship

Means of establishing (new) believers:
a) Those who got born again to remain behind
b) Discipleship classes
c) Small group discipleship
Provides:
a. Assurance of his new relationship with
God.
b. Acceptance and love in a family context.
c. Protection, fellowship, food and training.

The Church says:
“We believed that the more members we
had participating in Church activities, with A NOTE ON USE OF LITERATURE
higher levels of frequency, the more disciples we would produce as a Church.”
• Given the fact that we are engaging a literate audience, why don’t we take advanInstead, the research reveals:
tage of that in our disciple-making?
“Increasing levels of participation in Church • Educate your students more by referring
activities does NOT predict whether some- them to good books and resources for fuller
one is becoming more of a disciple of Christ. treatments.
It does NOT predict whether they love God • Have a library in your Christian union
more or they love people more.”
stocked with biblically faithful books that
you can readily refer them to.
The senior pastor called this research:
• With students not having so much time to
‘the wake up call’ of his adult life as the se- read Christian books and literature, it is your
nior pastor of the Willow Creek
role to ensure what they read is actually
worthwhile.
The Senior pastor confesses:
• Also, you can have a place where Chris“We made a mistake… we should have start- tian resources are sold in your school and
ed telling people and teaching people that encourage members to buy them for themthey have to take responsibility to become
selves.
‘self-feeders.’ We should have gotten people, taught people, how to read their Bibles QUOTE:
between service, how to practice spiritual
“Every believer in Christ deserves an oppordisciplines much more aggressively on their tunity to personal nurture and development.
own.”
Every new believer is expected to achieve
his or her full potential for God. And most of
The conclusion from the research:
them would if they had the opportunity, if
‘Don’t just feed the flock. Help them to feed someone would get the food within reach,
themselves DAILY.’
if someone would give them the help they
need, if someone would give them the trainEstablishing must begin with immediate fol- ing they should have, if someone would care
low-up of new believers:
enough to suffer a little, sacrifice a little and
pray a lot.”
1. Because of the vulnerability of new believ- Leroy Eims
ers (1 Thess 3:5)
Author: The Lost Art of Disciple-making
2. It is the main key to spiritual growth and
multiplication (2 Tim 2:2)
3. It’s the moment when their desire and potential for change is at its highest
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3. EQUIPPING
It is better to train
ten people than to do
the work of ten
people. But it is
harder.”
D. L. Moody

• Those that have responded positively to
the truths already taught are the best to
be selected for more knowledge, responsibility and growth.
• This is because they are hungry receive
more and therefore able to take and assimilate more truths.
• Selection of a few Faithful, Available and
Teachable believers is necessary because you are limited in the following:

Effective equipping must be built on the philosophy of training a few who will in turn train a) The number of students you can disciple
others because:
b) You have limited time to be able to do
this
1. It is scriptural
c) You are limited in your spiritual and emo2. It works.
tional capacity to do this.
The

The 72
disciples

The 12
disciples

Peter,
James
& John
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THE FRUIT OF GOOD DISCIPLESHIP
By Joyce Macharia

• Your personal devotion forms the root
support that enables you to be fruitful.
Principle of Availability
• It is availing one self for service in response
PURPOSE
to the great commission “Go ye to the
world and make disciples ..... Teaching
Measurement of our discipleship: Stories of
them to obey every thing i have comstudents we walked with over the years and
manded you”. (Matthew 28:19 – 20)
how they are living out Biblical truth they
learnt.
Principle of Balancing
• Balancing the two: school work and minSPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
istry.
• Show how a Christian teacher can live a Principle of delegation
fruitful life in the midst of many other ac- • Assigning work to the lowest possible level
tivities and responsibilities of a professionwhich can be effeciently and effectively
al teacher in the school set up.
completed.
• Share three major things that can lead • To entrust power and authority to anothto an effective and fruitful ministry as a
er person through Training and Discipleteacher.
ship, to act as your representative.
• Trevor Newport in his book “A hand book
INTRODUCTION
for successful Christian Service” advices
leaders to “Delegate or Stagnate”
• Discipleship is helping one to learn and • Jesus was a master delegator during the
grow in their Walk with Christ or cultivate
feeding of 5000 people - Luke 9:14
personal relationship with Christ.
• Jethro adviced Moses to delegate - Exo• The Fruit of Good Discipleship is the evidus 28:13 -18. – Delegation guards against
dence or impact of your walk with them
Burn Out.
in their spiritual lives.
What leads to Effective and Fruitful Ministry
Guiding text from Pauls Prayer for Colossians as a Teacher?
Col 1:10
• Well trained Christian Union Leadership.
And we pray this in order that you may live a • Support from the School Community.
life worthy of the Lord and may please him in • Networking with CU Alumni, Churches
every way: bearing fruit in every good work,
and Para-Church organizations such as
growing in the knowledge of God (NIV)
KSCF, Life Ministry, Trinity Fellowship and
Timazi Magazine
How a Christian Teacher/Chaplain can live
a fruitful life in the school set up
Practical examples
Principle of Personal Devotion
• Rebecca Kiboiboi – Kapropita Girls (Year
• You can not be fruitful in public if you are
1993 - 1996)
not fruiful in private devotion – Jesus suc- • Mercy Kiige – Nakuru High School (Year
ceeded because of private retreats to
1997 - 2000)
pray.
• Paul Karanja – Nakuru High School (Year
2001 - 2004)
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Conclusion

bear fruit--fruit that will last. Then the Father will give you whatever you ask in my
name.

• In his book Time is Running Out late Reinhard Bonnke observed that “The real joy
is the joy of Harvest” (John 4:34-38)
• 2Peter 1:8 For if these things be in you,
and abound, they make you that ye
• John 15:16 You did not choose me, but I
shall neither be barren nor unfruitful in the
chose you and appointed you to go and
knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ.
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RELATIONSHIPS:
A core to fruitful Discipleship
Dr. Julius Twongyeirwe
ideally mark relationships fit for discipleship.

Relationships, in their realities and dynamics, are God’s design and setting for biblical
discipleship.
INTRODUCTION
For effective discipleship relationships must
be harmonious in Christ.

The idea of experiencing salvation without
belonging to such a local expression is foreign to the Bible.
Because of sin, it is difficult to achieve, but it
is not impossible to attain.
During the Tower of Babel (Gen 11), God
scattered a people who spoke firmly in unity against Him.

And on the Day of Pentecost (Acts 2), God
In such a context, discipleship is not an ex- empowered a people who spoke diversely
clusive relationship among a few people but but united under Him.
a normal pursuit in Christ, among all people.
What is the Organizing Principle of All RelaDiscipleship is more about our ‘being’ than tionships?
it is our ‘doing’, considering that our words
may not convince as much as our walk in The greatest commandment gives us an orChrist.
ganizing principle for relationships, in the love
for God and then for others. (Matt. 22:37-40)
We model best, by living out what we have There is a verticality of our relationship gives
become in Christ. That is how we share not ground with God; this shapes our horizontal
only the Gospel but our lives as well (1 Thess. engagements that include nurturing others
2:7).
in what we call discipleship.
The greatest commandment in loving God
So, when our relational transactions are has to come before the great commission
Christ centered, they result in true spiritual in making disciples by loving others through
parenting.
reaching nations.
In the spiritual journey, we are all under disChrist-centered Relationships
cipleship.
We are ever growing to close the gap beA believer is related to others because of tween “the hearing of God’s Word” and
Christ;
“the actual doing of it” (James 1:22), so that
and the path to others is only through Christ each passing day, we do more of what we
so that all relationships with one another and learn from God than less.
with God are through Christ.
According to the greatest commandment,
loving God and loving his people remain the
Christ’s death and resurrection make these sphere of such growth and evaluation.
relationships possible.
In faith, I see in Christ my brothers and sisters. All Relationships: Loving God and Others
In love, I also see Christ in my brothers and
sisters.
The cultivation and flow of these relational
realities – toward God and toward his peoIn the cross, the verticality of faith meets the ple can be explained as follows:
horizontality of love and these two are the
dimensions of Christian fellowship, which
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1. Spiritual integrity (God & Me):
What I am because of what I do and say
“in the eyes of God who tests my heart”. (1
Thess. 2:4). This is the nature that should keep
me from becoming people-pleaser and selfserver. (1 Thess. 2:4; Acts 5:29).
		
2. Spiritual credibility (Me & Others):
This is what I become as a result of what I
do and say “in the eyes of people” who see
and evaluate my actions as I engage in doing what is good and accomplishing things
that are “excellent and profitable for everyone” (Titus 3:8).
This is the relationship stance which can successfully move discipleship from being a ritual or a structured program, to a dynamic
relationship because of a godly motivation
and thrust.
Our “being and becoming” is a divine cause
as a relational reality with God.
Our “serving in doing” is an expression in a
context of realties where we practice what
we call the biblical one-anothers.

creasing capacity to analyze, to reflect,
and synthesize information, internalize and
personalize knowledge, so that to a greater extent, the choices, behavior and actions
can be attributed to an individual person as
educated, or enlightened.
This undertaking and inseparable from true
discipleship. The school is where the church
is now, and for generations to come.
GROUP INTERACTION

1. Knowing that unchanged people cannot
cause a desirable change, what vertical
areas of personal growth should teacher
watch out for, as he / she sets out horizontally to touch lives with a holy ambition to nurture or disciple them? (You can
think in terms of Word in-take, prayer life,
family life, personal discipline and general outlook that amounts to credibility)
2. In what ways could a teacher relate (as
a worker in a school setting with all its dynamics) so as to win the ears of those who
hear him / her, and admiration to those
Relationships that foster discipleship are
who see him / her? (Think of inter-personmarked by the biblical ‘One-Anothers’
al relations with fellow teachers, students,
employers, subordinates and other workThese that we bend to others include:
ers in the school community)
• “being devoted to . . .” (Rom. 12:10) ,
3. What kind of flow in relationships do you
• “honoring . . .” (Rom. 12:10);
think, best fit your personality and inter• “being of the same mind with . . .” (Rom.
actional abilities for effective disciple15:5),
ship? Can you identify an area in your life
• “accepting . . .” (Rom. 15:7);
at the moment, which could hinder your
• “greeting . . .” (Rom. 16:16);
effectiveness in making disciples within
• “bearing with . . .” (Eph. 4:2);
your school setting? (Feel free to share
• “submitting to . . .” (Eph. 5:21).
with the group for support or keep it to
yourself, but work on it)
Toward intentional discipleship, we have
• “admonishing . . .” (Rom. 15:14);
CONCLUSION:
• “serving . . .” (Gal. 5:13);
• “bearing burdens of . . .” (Gal. 6:2);
A FAITHFUL HERITAGE
• “encouraging . . . and building up . . .” (1 THROUGH EDUCATION / DISCIPLESHIP
Thess. 5:11).
What God seeks through discipleship is a
Education is a spiritual endeavor
heritage of faithfulness passed on in every
generation.
The spiritual nature of education makes the
school setting the best setting for disciple- And God’s design to realize this takes place
ship.
through education formats and systems,
– a dynamic that has learners, teachers and synonymous with discipleship.
the entire process of instruction.
Education progress is characterized by in- The command for parents to teach their chil46

dren, and children to their children (Deut. 6) that begins with on one’s sensations, and
is an educational agenda.
builds on them to sustain a life-long journey
of
Under the Great Commission those who •
learning to know (perception),
know God are to make disciples by “teach- •
knowing to learn (comprehension)
ing everything Christ has commanded”. Ed- and
ucation is synonymous with Christian disci- •
knowing to apply life (conceptualizapleship.
tion) within a specific cultural context as a
framework for reflection and wholesome enIn Psalm 78, Asaph points the education of gagement.
God’s people …
Education or DiscipleshipIs about personal
transformation by heart and mind
KNOWLEDGE
UNDERSTANDING
WISDOM
We educate / disciple for the next generation
Facts
Meaning
What to do next
So, education is a human interaction activity
Information
Principles
Application
with pilgrims (people on a journey) in time,
that deliberately and intentionally attends
with them to the activity of God in our present (what God is doing now),
to the story of the Christian faith community
from the past (available history),

Memory

Reason

Action

Scholars

Teachers

Preachers / Prophets

Where can we practically start?

and to the vision of God’s kingdom (eternality), the seeds of which are already among 1. We need a non-threatening environment
us.
that allows self-disclosure
2. We need procedures to fostering acWE EDUCATE FOR ETERNITY!
countability
3. We need to watch out for “safe superfiWe educate / disciple for the eternity
ciality”
4. We need to count the cost of trusting
All form of education draws from the Bible,
others
because the learning process ought to be
undertaken with a view to doing and teach- “Make Disciples:
ing (practical explanation with a personal What is in the Great Commission?
experience),
rather than simply remembering and repro- Relationships will be God-honoring interperducing (or an impersonal duplication of in- sonal dynamics with purposeful and benefiformation and knowledge that makes peo- cial returns because Christ said he would be
ple pass from class to class and on to jobs).
with us till the end of age.
This is pedagogy at its best and biblical discipleship at its core.
So the greatness of Great Commission:
What do we seek in education or discipleship?
Listen to what we seek in education as Paul
encourages the Colossians:
Knowledge has to do with the facts.
Understanding is the ability to lift the meaning out of the facts, and
Wisdom has to do with knowing what to do
next.
It is spiritual because education as a process

• Is in the Great Privilege – Co-Laboring
with God
• Is given by the Greatest Person – Jesus
Christ
• To a Great people on earth – The Church
Utilizing a Great process – Disciple making world wide
• Operating in great Power – The Holy Spirit
• To accomplish a Great Purpose – The redemption of all creation
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THE [CHRISTIAN] TEACHER AS A SHEPHERD & GATEKEEPER
By Rev. Thuo Mburu, Phd		

OUTLINE AND OUTCOME
1. Introduction: A basic poll/survey of ministry understanding and convictions
2. Testimony: Personal Experience as a
PREAMBLE
School Teacher and Aspiration for the
Opportunity/Space
1. Personal Testimony:
3. Insight: Biblical Understanding of Shep• Raised in a Christian home but only got
herds and Shepherding
born again in adult life—not having heard 4. Focus: The Qualifications and Compeand understood the gospel
tence of a Christian Teacher as a Shep• Answered call to fulltime ministry almost
herd (and Gatekeeper)
immediately after salvation
• Currently leading an urban megachurch 1. INTRODUCTION: POLL
with a missions mandate to reach to Indian Diaspora in Nairobi city
1. Which of the following is most important
for the discipling of the nations
2. Family: Married to Jane (26 years and 27 and expansion of God’s kingdom on earth?
days) and father to two adult daughters
◦ Apostles and prophets
◦ Christian Teachers
3. Passion: Biblical truth (preaching-teach- ◦ Bishops and Overseers
ing), marriage and family, cross-cultural mis- ◦ Priests/Pastors/Elders/Deacons
sions, and ministerial development (mentor- ◦ Sunday School Teachers
ing younger preachers)
2. Which of the following is most important
OBJECTIVES
for the discipling of the nations
and expansion of God’s kingdom on earth?
1. To highlight the strategic significance of ◦ Apostles and prophets
Christian teachers as shepherds
◦ Christian Teachers
2. To highlight the biblical understanding of ◦ Bishops and Overseers
shepherds and shepherding
◦ Priests/Pastors/Elders/Deacons
3. To highlight the necessary qualification ◦ Sunday School Teachers
and competence of the Christian teach- ◦ Parents
er as a shepherd
◦ Evangelists and missionaries
METHODOLOGY

3. Which of the following is most important
for the discipling of the nations
A devotional reflection of selected bible and expansion of God’s kingdom on earth?
passages with invitation for personal reflec- ◦ Apostles and prophets
tion towards active obedience and practi- ◦ Bishops and Overseers
cal actions in enhancing discipleship in the ◦ Priests and Pastors
student ministry
◦ Elders and Deacons
◦ Sunday School Teachers
*Persuasion that a conference should be
paradigm shifting or setting—I will thus avoid 4. Which of the following is most important
common content and invite you to some se- for the discipling of the nations
rious reflection on the topic
and expansion of God’s kingdom on earth?
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◦ Churches
• Protects the sheep and lambs—from rav◦ Primary Schools
enous wolves and other threats
◦ Secondary and High Schools
• Sacrifices self for the sake of sheep
◦ Tertiary institutions (universities and col- • If a hiring (an under-shepherd), he/she
leges)
acknowledges the real owner of the
sheep
Note: Your answers to these otherwise simple
questions will reveal the level of your
NB: The deception and overemphasis (combiblical conviction and appreciation of stra- mon with prosperity preachers) on the sheptegic issues as a Christian teacher. For exam- herd benefiting from the milk, wool and
ple, a Christian teacher who thinks that the ultimately meat from the sheep need be
church is more important in discipling the
balanced with proper biblical understandstudents than the school will most likely ne- ing
glect his/her role while one who thinks that
teachers are more important that parents REAFFIRMING THE MINISTRY (1 PETER 5:1-11)
will tend to be overzealous beyond biblical
stipulations.
Shepherding is the ministry (2)
Shepherding demands that;
2. TESTIMONY:
• Shed off titles and positions (3)
• Demonstrate submission and humility (51. Served as a high school teacher before I
6)
was saved and after—I am not a stranger in • Dependence on God by casting all cares
the subject!
on Him (7)
2. Been a student minister for most of my • Being sober and vigilant against Satan (8over 29 years of ministry
9)
3. Conviction on the Calling and Significance • Estimating and understanding the value
of a Christian Teacher in Shepherding
of suffering (10)
✓Personal Aspiration for the Opportunity/ Shepherding is focused on God’s eternal
Space of being a teacher
glory (11)
4. Hannah’s dream when 6 years old
GOD’S DESIRE
3. BIBLICAL UNDERSTANDING OF SHEPHERDS
AND SHEPHERDING
Jer. 3:15 “And I will give you pastors according to mine heart, which shall feed you with
SHEPHERDS AND SHEPHERDING
knowledge and understanding” (KJV)
• “Then I will give you shepherds after my
• The Bible uses ‘Shepherd’ and ‘Shepown heart, who will lead you with knowlherding’ as a metaphor of the relationedge and understanding” (NIV)
ship between a spiritual leader and his/ • ““ ‘And I will give you shepherds after my
her followers
own heart, who will feed you with knowl• As a living image, the metaphor draws
edge and understanding” (ESV)
direct parallels of the relation between
the shepherd and the sheep/flock to that Psalm 78:72 “So he fed them according to
between the spiritual leader and his/her the integrity of his heart; and guided
followers
them by the skilfulness of his hands” (KJV)
• The comparison sets both a standard of • “And David shepherded them with inbehaviour/practice and of the expected
tegrity of heart; with skillful hands he led
outcome
them” (NIV)
• “With upright heart he shepherded them
JOHN 10; 21:15
and guided them with his skillful hand”
A Shepherd:
(ESV)
• Nurtures (nourishing)the sheep holistically
• Feeds the lambs
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4. QUALIFICATION AND COMPETENCE OF A THE SOLUTION
CHRISTIAN TEACHER AS A SHEPHERD (AND
GATEKEEPER)
1. Investment: Churches and Christian mission organisations to focus on student min1. Academic and professional training qual- istry
ifies you as a teacher—just like your wicked • Christian universities and teacher training
non-Christian collegemate
colleges undergirded by biblical world2. The Bible has no separate categories of
view
shepherds— and thus separate sets of re- • Refocus and overemphasis Christian
quirements
education
3. Anyone who serves as a shepherd—in • Partnership with theological institutions
church, in school, in community, etc—ought
to meet the threshold set in the Bible
2. Policy: Influence national policies on re4. To be an effective shepherd, a Christian quirement and training of teachers
teacher’s primary qualification and compe- • Can teaching become the career of
tence ought be biblical stipulations rather
choice rather than the last option or fallthan (or more than) the professional qualifiback plan?
cation/certification
3. Research and advocacy
THE PROBLEM
• Develop model centres of excellence in
Christian education
1. Over-emphasis on material and intellec- • Fund and support high-level educational
tual wellbeing more than spiritual well being
research, publishing and advocacy from
a Christian biblical worldview
2. Underestimation of the strategic significance of secondary and high schools as 4. Radical return and investment in biblical
centres of discipleship
discipleship
• Thus, allowing education to serve the un- • Purse and entrench a discipleship model
biblical agenda of secular humanists
of ministry within your sphere of influence
• Thus, the systematic secularization of • Support and catalyse discipleship moveChristian young men and women
ment
• Continually trust God for biblical revival in
3. Underinvestment in the development and
the churches
deployment of select high calibre Christian
teachers as disciplemakers in schools
THEREFORE….
• Unfortunate relegation of disciplemaking
to ‘whoever is available’
Spiritual leadership, especially as a shepherd
and gatekeeper, is founded and anchored
4. Lack of seasoned student ministers and on character rather than vision, skill, passion,
decline of student ministry organisations
experience or socio-economic positioning
• No standard or best practices
as many non-biblical perspectives would
• Inadequate structural, professional and like us to believe. It demands exemplary lifefinancial establishment
style in all aspects of individual and corpo• No recognized national, regional and in- rate life. And character deficiency cannot
ternational umbrella bodies
be compensated with professional qualifi• No established regulatory framework
cation or practical skill in ministry.
5. Inadequate discipleship and shepherding
in the churches
• Thus, even zealous and called Christian
teachers end up just repeating the same
inadequate process with same dissatisfactory process
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POINT TO PONDER

– They have allowed the Christian Union to
be ‘captured’ by churches and the prevail1. Many Christian teachers have commend- ing religious spirit
ably enlisted as shepherds and gatekeep- – They cause the Church, Christianity, Chrisers but, unfortunately, they cannot pass the tian Union and the name of Christ to be put
threshold of biblical demand on character into disrepute
and ability to rightly divide the word of truth. – They have unwittingly committed an entire
No wonder the result has been disastrous:
generation to nominalism
– Broken gates allowing false prophets and
teachers free access to students
CONCLUSION: A DREAM
– Increase of deception in student ministry
1. That God will raise men and women to
2. Some ZEALOUS Christian teachers have, shepherd the youth in schools with integriout of negligence of biblical stipulations for ty of heart and skillful hands (Jer. 3:15 and
shepherds, been the deceivers and wolves Psalm 78:72)
working against effective discipleship of their
students
2. That Christian teachers will stop teaching
– They are proponents of popular preaching to live so that they may start living to teach
of ‘another gospel’
(the whole question of career, vocation and
purpose)
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TAKING CARE OF THE FLOCK
By Dr. Jane Njeri Gacohi
2. Tend and Nurse the Flock
Check on the health of the flock. Jesus
tells Peter, “Take care of (tend) my sheep.”
Strengthen the weak, heal the sick and bind
What is ‘To Take Care of’?
the wounded. Eze 34:4a, ‘You have not
• To attend to or assume responsibility for strengthened the weak or healed the sick
or bound up the injured’. David says, ‘He resomething or someone.
• To prevent from being harmed or dam- storeth my soul’ (Ps 23:3).
aged
3. Protect and Defend the Flock
How do we take care of the flock?
Acts 20:29, ‘I know that after I leave, savage
wolves will come in among you and will not
In John 21:15-17, Jesus tells Simon, “Simon
spare the flock’. Do not open for the thief,
son of John, do you love me more than
only for the True Shepherd (Jn 10:3). David
these?” “Yes, Lord,” he said, “you know
declares that, ‘Yea, though I walk through
that I love you. ”Jesus said, “Feed my
the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear
lambs.” Again, Jesus said,...“Take care of
no evil;...
(tend) my sheep.” The third time .... Jesus
said, “Feed my sheep (flock)”
Acts 20:28-29
‘Keep watch over yourselves and all the
flock of which the Holy Spirit has made you
overseers. Be shepherds of the church of
God, which he bought with his own blood. I
know that after I leave, savage wolves will
come in among you and will not spare the
flock’.  
1. Feed the Flock
• Give them food and water. ”Jesus
said, “Feed my lambs.”..... “Feed my 4. Seek out and restore the lost
sheep (flock)” (v15&17).
• In Ps 23, the shepherd leads the sheep in Leave the 99 and search for the 1 until you
find it and say, ‘‘Rejoice with me, for I have
green pastures and quiet waters
found my sheep which was lost!’ (Lk 15:6). In
Eze 34:4b ‘You have not brought back the
strays or searched for the lost.’
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5. Guide and lead them gently

How does the flock decrease?

These are sheep not goats or donkeys! Ps 23:
2,3 says, ‘He leads me....He guides me...).
Isa 10:11 says, ‘He cares for his flock like a
shepherd: He gathers the lambs in his arms
and carries them close to his heart; he gently leads those that have young. 1Peter 5:3
says, ‘not lording it over those entrusted to
you, but being examples to the flock.’ Eze
34:4, ‘You have ruled them harshly and brutally

1. Not properly fed
2. Preyed on by predators and the greedy
shepherds
3. Sick and wounded not tended
4. The lost and the strayed not sought after.
Conflicts among the sheep (Bullies)

DISCUSSION FORUM QUESTIONS
We (Christian teacher/Patron/Chaplain) are
the shepherds and gatekeepers. Reflecting
on the Conference theme, ‘Called for Such
a Time as This’,
1. In which practical ways can we take
care of the Christian students?
2. How can ensure increase and not decrease of the flock?
How does the flock increase?
1. Bringing in other sheep. Jn 10:16, ‘And I
have other sheep that are not of this
fold. I must bring them also, and they will
listen to my voice. So there will be one
flock, one shepherd’

CONCLUSION

1 Pet 5:2-4,
‘Shepherd the flock of God which is among
you, serving as overseers, not by compulsion
but willingly, not for dishonest gain but eagerly; nor as being lords over those entrusted
2. Reproduction. A healthy, well-nourished to you, but being examples to the flock; and
flock will reproduce. There should be when the Chief Shepherd appears, you will
lambs, those with young, those that lead receive the crown of glory that does not
fade away.
other sheep.
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STRUCTURING CHRISTIAN UNIONS FOR IMPACTFUL DISCIPLESHIP
By Dr. Fanuel Olege
b) DEFINITION OF A CHRISTIAN UNION
PATRON

COURSE OUTLINE
• Definition of a Christian union (CU)
• Definition of a CU patron
• Roles and responsibilities of a CU Patron
• Discipleship
• Desirable Structure of the Christian union
• Team building within the Structure of the
CU
a) DEFINITION OF A CHRISTIAN UNION
A Christian union is a group of Christians in
a learning institution who meet regularly for
fellowship to encourage one another in their
Christian faith witness and spiritual growth.
It brings together all the Christian students,
chaplains and other high school workers
belonging to different denominations to
demonstrate unity in the lord Jesus Christ in
serving the school community and the surrounding school area.
Principles an effective Christian Union

This is a member of staff in a learning institution appointed by the Principal (or has volunteered ) to coordinate the activities of the
Christian union.
In whichever way he assumes office, he is
answerable to the principal of the institution.
The patron is expected to co-ordinate, organize, guide and motivate the CU to live a life
taught by the Holy Scriptures and must be
an example to follow in all matters of Christian faith in the school.
Must win the favor of both God and man
(Luke 2:51).
In summary, the patron must be a Christian
whose character and conduct are above
reproach for he/she cares for the sheep according to the teachings of Ezekiel 34.
QUESTION: Suggest ways in which you think
the Lord Jesus Christ is a role model to a CU
patron
Who is a chaplain?

• Christ as the only head of the church
• The Bible as the only rule of faith and • A chaplain is a member of the clergy
practice
who conducts religious services for an in• Fellowship without controversy
stitution.
• Avoidance of partisan political preach- • A chaplain may also be a lay person who
ing
is appointed to provide spiritual leadership and counseling to members of an
Question: What are the other principles of
institution.
effective CU
High school Ministry worker
In spiritual terms a CU is the body of Jesus
Christ (church) in a learning environment.
Provides spiritual care to the youth congregations.
Its activities and performance must suffi- This position requires a high level of personal
ciently prepare the participants (members) commitment and dedication to the evanto inherit the kingdom of God.
gelical work and advancement of the Youth
Ministry. The Youth Minister is under the supervision of the CU patron and the sponsor
church.
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c) ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CU
priority in a learning institution.
PATRON
• Speakers who use phrases like I don’t
care should not be invited.
1. Administrative Responsibility (a School • Speakers who are cultic, have strong deLink)
nominational tendencies, distorted mes• He represents the principal and the instisages etc, should not be invited.
tution in the activities of the CU by be- • Speakers with consistent evidence of not
ing present at the functions of the CU to
preparing their sermons and with a exprovide guidance and motivation. This
cuse that the spirit will lead us should not
responsibility cannot be carried out by
be invited (a high school minister should
remote control.
make use of sermon preparation and de• He is expected to accompany the CU
livery).
during visits out of the institution and at • Poor time managers should equally not
any other time when visitors are hosted
be invited.
by the CU. This provides security and the
presence of a staff member who is an- SPIRITUAL RESPONSIBILTY
swerable.
• He provides a link between the CU and Guide the CU. This can be done through
the principal by being a mediator, or- group bible study, personal devotion and
ganizer and adviser. This role becomes regular fellowship.
prominent in cases of misunderstanding
between the CU and the school adminis- Advise members of the CU committee on
tration. These misunderstanding could be how to make an effective programme.
due to role conflict, time management,
wrong doctrine, strange practices etc.
Avoid inviting preachers without giving them
• Must endorse every form of correspon- topics.
dence either to the CU or from the CU to
other parties.
Letters asking preachers to preach on top• Must keep an eye on the use of CU funds. ics of their own choice must be completely
• The CU patron shall arrange for the coun- avoided
seling of the students in spiritual matters
and guide them to be strong Christians. A rich CU programme should ensure that the
Where a professional is needed look for students in the course of the year have parone. Remember Hosea 4:6 ‘my people ticipated in majority the following:
perish for lack of knowledge.
• Where there is no chaplain (like is the • Bible study
case in most institution) the CU sponsor • Prayer and fasting
shall take over the responsibilities of a • Weekend challenge & rallies
chaplain.
• Talents shows
• Shall involve other Christian teachers on • Giving & tithing (teachings and practicthe staff and the Christian leaders in the
es)
community on the activities in the CU. • Evangelism
Where possible have a staff fellowship • KSCF week
through which sharing of duties is done.
• School assembly evangelism
• Approve the CU programme and invita- • Sunday service/ fellowship
tion of the speakers to the CU and the • CU picnic
Sunday service.
• Area camps & National convention
• Bible trivia
It is important to note the following:
• Carol service/ Easter service etc
• Do not invite a speaker you have not listened to.
An effective programme helps to produce
• Speakers who do not approve academ- a spiritually mature, balanced, reliable and
ic achievements should not be given first dependable Christians.
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QUESTION: What are the other roles and respiritual maturity.
sponsibilities of a CU patron?
• Discipleship is a process by which Jesus
Christ builds the church.
The effectiveness of the CU sponsor depends
on his dedication to the Lord Jesus Christ. It Notice the three major stages:
requires a lot of prayer and Bible study to
adequately meet the challenges of spiritual • You were discipled
guidance of the students.
• You became a disciple
• Make other people disciples
d) DISCIPLESHIP
In brief a CU patron was discipled, he/she is
a disciple and is making disciples.
Discipleship is the most fundamental aspect
of spiritual growth and maturity but the most e) DESIRABLE STRUCTURE OF THE CHRISTIAN
neglected in Christian faith. It is based on UNION
Matthew 4:19 “And he saith unto them, Follow me, and I will make you fishers of men”. After the promulgation of the new constitution 2010 school services are such that the
Pew research of August 2012 on different teacher is under TSC while the leaner is under
faiths confessed by the youth shows that MOE. To pursue an activity involving teachChristianity is one of the slowest growing re- ers and learners, both TSC and MOE must be
ligions because of its inadequate disciple- satisfied. The BOM consolidates these two
ship. Jesus pronounced himself on this sub- groups including the sponsor church, comject in many ways:
munity and people living with disabilities for
the greater good.
In John 8:31-32 31 “Then said Jesus to those The principal is secretary BOM and CEO of
Jews which believed on him, If ye continue the school.
in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed;
BOM
32 And ye shall know the truth, and the truth
PRINCIPAL
shall make you free.”
In John 13:35 By this shall all men know that
ye are my disciples, if ye have love one to
another.

CHAPLAIN

CU PATRON

CHAIR PERSON

PRAYER
Matt 28:19 Go ye therefore, and teach all
BIBLE STUDY
TREASURER
SECRETARY
SECRETARY
COORDINATOR
nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost:
It is in this regard that we need to build the f) TEAM BUILDING WITHIN THE STRUCTURE OF
foundation of the church through disciple- THE CU
ship.
Management Styles:
A disciple is one who learns instructions from
the teacher, becomes like the teacher with • Autocratic
regard to the aspect that has been learnt • Consultative
and then continues the mission of teaching • Persuasive
this same thing to others the way he was • Democratic
taught (II Timothy 2:15).
• Chaotic(quick to point out mistakes and
slow to acknowledge extraordinary ef• Discipling others is a process by which a
fort)
more mature Christian with a life worth • Laissez-faire
emulating commits himself to one or • Management by Walking Around
more individuals who have been won to
(MBWA)
Christ to aid and guide their growth to • Asian paternalistic. Paternalistic leader-
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ship is a managerial approach that involves a dominant authority figure who
acts as a patriarch or matriarch and
treats members and partners as though
they are members of a large, extended
family. In exchange, the leader expects
loyalty and trust from members, as well as
obedience (Malachi 1:6).
A team is a structured group, created for a
specific purpose. It has a leader. Everybody
in a team has a distinct role.
A group is a collection of individuals who coordinate their individual efforts. On the other hand, a team is a group of people who
share a common purpose and goal. Members of the team are mutually committed to
the goal and also to each other.
Team building is the process of turning a
group into a team. Later, the group becomes organized to work together interdependently and cooperatively to accomplish
the purpose and goals of the team.
According to the scripture the first team to
have ever been formed is that of the trinity (Gen. 1:1-3, 1:26). The first human team
He created was Adam and Eve (Gen.1:2728). We cannot operate without a team.
God Himself said it’s not good for man to be
alone (Gen. 2:18). When Eve was apparently alone (outside the team) the devil found it
easier to confront her (Gen.3:1-6). Members
of team should think like Nehemiah who
said “I confess the sins we Israelites including myself and my father’s house…”(Nehemiah 1:6)
Team dynamics is characterized by:
•
•
•
•
•

The team must play the role of accommodation, tolerance bearing in mind the teaching
of Jesus in Matthew 13:30 let them grow together until the time of harvest.
No one has all the skills, gifts, or wisdom necessary for a successful life. We are exhorted
to use the gifts we receive—the talents and
unique bents of our created nature, as well
as our spiritual gifts—to worship God in spirit
and truth (John 4:24) and to serve one another with kindness, respect, and appreciation.
ENEMIES OF TEAM WORK
1. Failure to Communicate
If parables are used be ready to explain.
When Jesus used figures of speech they did
not understand (John 10:6).
2. Lack of common Purpose/vision
A team without a common goal is like a car
traveling to an unknown destination. Create
visions and talk about them over and over
again.
3. Gossip/corrupt communication
Gossip has the power to divide and destroy
everything you have built
(Eph 4:29). But be careful sometimes gossip
can be to your advantage. In Genesis 27:6
Rebecca told Jacob “look I overhead your
father say to your brother…”
4. Unresolved Disagreements
When you put a team of humans together,
no matter their age, education or sense of
humor, disputes will occur. As a leader, it’s
your job to act quickly and decisively when
you become aware of it. If not, they will
grow, and your team will be torn apart (I
Corinth 6:1).

the inner circle (Matthew 17:1)
the traitor (Mark14:44)
the doubting Thomas (John 14:5, 20:24)
Ananias & Sapphira (Acts 5:1-3)
personal petitioners (selfish ambitions) 5. Sanctioned Incompetence
(Mark 10:37, Matthew 20:20)
If you don’t act when someone can’t or
• those looking for riches/material gains won’t do their job, it demotivates everyone
(Matthew 19:27)
else (Eph 4:28, John 15:6, 8, Matthew 7:20).
• Gehazi (II kings 5:20)
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TEAMWORK IN DISCIPLESHIP
By Hedwig Mukhwana
DEFINITION
A team is group of individuals performing
specified tasks to achieve a given goal.
INTRODUCTION

Teamwork

• The main agenda of the school is to produce successful lives which demands
that all of us be active participants.
• What is your influence in your area of operation?
• How does your area of operation contribute to the success or failure of the school?
• Make sure you clearly understand your
area of operation since you are dealing
with the lives of people for many generations to come; the ICU illustration.
• Are you the life-circuit breaker or the
life-circuit connector?

It’s the collaborative effort of a group of
people to achieve a common goal or to
complete a task in the most effective way.

Romans 12:4-8; Just as each of us has one
body with many members, and these members do not have all the same function, so
in Christ we who are many form one body,
and each member belongs to all the others. We have different gifts according to the
grace given us. If a man’s gift is prophesying,
let him use it in proportion to his faith. If it is
serving let him serve; if it is teaching, let him
teach; if it is encouraging let him encourage; if it is contributing to the needs if others
let him give generously; if it is leadership, let
him govern diligently; if it is showing mercy
let him do it cheerfully.
1 Corinthians 12:27 now you are the body of
Christ and each of you is part of it. when one
is born again ,he/she is grafted in the body
of Jesus Christ/the body of believers and become brothers and sisters.
Discipleship involves fellowshipping with other believers and teaching them while living
in harmony.

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN EFFECTIVE TEAM
• It has strong and effective leadership
• Clear and precise objectives (common
goals)
• Make informed decisions
• Free communication and expression of
ideas
• Mutual trust
• Decisions are acted on promptly
• Team members support each other
Why teamwork
• God created people to be depended
on one another. Romans 12:4-8
• God created us to work together with
others .Each of us has a need for companion because we are limited physically, intellectually and spiritually .
• The bible says two are better one ,working as a team is far superior than working
alone. Ecclesiastes 4:9- 12
• Team work multiplies our effort. Deuteronomy 32:30, thus one shall chase a thousand and two shall put ten thousand to
flight.
• It’s the biblical model, Mark 3:25-A house
divided against itself cannot stand.
• When we are united, we set a good example to non believers and draw them
to God hence making more disciples.
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Jesus’ example

called Christians first at Antioch. 29. The disciples each according to his ability, decidJesus was successful in his ministry because ed to provide help for the brothers living in
he deliberately invested in his disciples as Judea. 30. This they did, sending their gifts to
coworkers ,which made it easy to pass on the elders by Barnabas and Saul.
the baton and witnessed a continuity of the
work of discipleship. Luke 5:1-12
1. He identified them.
Acts 12: 12- 17
2. He partnered with them.
Teamwork is demonstrated in the believers
3. He refocused them.
praying for Peter’s release from prison
4. He called them.
5. He trained them.
A school, a ground for teamwork.
6. He send them out.
7.
• A school has many members with differ8.
ent abilities.
• A school has many members with different needs.
• A school has various teams established
for different purposes.
The early church example
Acts 6:1-7 .1 In those days when the number of disciples was increasing ,the Grecian
Jews among them complained against the
Hebraic Jews because their widows were
being overlooked in the daily distribution of
food. 2. So the Twelve gathered all the disciples together and said, “it would not be right
for us to neglect the ministry of the word of
God in order to wait on tables . 3. Brothers,
choose seven men from among you who
are known to be full of the holy and wisdom
.We will turn this responsibility over to them
4. and we will give our attention to prayer
and ministry of the word.” 5. This proposal
pleased the whole group ,they chose Stephen, a man full of faith and of the Holy Spirit
; also Philip, Procorous , Nicanor, Timon , Parmenas, and Nicolas from Antioch, a convert
to Judaism. 6. They presented these men to
apostles ,who prayed and laid hands on
them .7. So the word of God spread .The
number of disciples in Jerusalem increased
rapidly, and large number of priests became
obedient to the faith.

How do you promote team work in your
school set up
• Take advantage of the existing teams
and begin with them at where they are.
• Identify with them and move with them
as per their needs.
• Calling of the first disciples, Mathew Luke
5:1-12.
-Jesus gets a team of fishermen at the lake
Gennesaret.
They have fished the whole night without
success.
He encourages them to make another attempt.
They lower their nets in the water and get a
large number of fish that their nets begin to
break.
-Jesus calls them to team up with him to be
fishers of men.

• Work with the chaplain , other teachers,
Christian union officials and the school
administration so that Christian union activities are in line with the school program.
• Before you make the Christian union program which includes Sunday services
Acts 11:19-30,
carry out needs assessment of the spirituV 25; Then Barnabas Tarsus to look for Saul,
al needs of the school as a team.
26. and when he found him he brought him • How are you planning to receive students
to Antioch. So for a whole year Bananas
when they resume?
and Saul met with the church and taught
great numbers of people. The disciples were
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Work of the team

Vital virtues in enhancing team work in discipleship

1. Winning of the lost; 1 Corinthians 9:19,
‘though I am free and belong to no man, • Love- John 13:35 by this everyone will
know you are my disciples if you love one
I make myself a slave to everyone, to win
another.
as many as possible’.
• Faithfulness 2 timothy 2:2 The things you
have heard me say in the presence of
2. Growing the believers; Colossians 2:6-7,
many witnesses entrust to reliable men
‘so then, just as you
received Christ Jewho will also be qualified to teach others.
sus as Lord, continue to live in Him, rooted
Teamwork and faithfulness will enable us
and build up in him, strengthened in the
to disciple others who will in turn share the
faith as you were taught and overflowing
gospel to others.
with thankfulness’.
• Patience-1Thessalonians 5:14-18, vs 14 be
patient with everyone.
3. Equipping the worker; Ephesians 4: 11- 13,
‘ It was He who gave some to be apos- • Forgiveness Romans12:17-19 do not pay
evil for evil
tles, some to be prophets and some to
be evangelists and some to be pastors • Trustworthy/reliable 2 Timothy 2: 2
and teachers, to prepare God’s people • Openness 1 John 1:7 walk in the light.
for works of service so that the body of
Christ maybe build up until we all reach
unity in the faith and in the knowledge in
the son of God and become mature attaining to the whole measure to the fullness of Christ’.- This approach creates a
multiplying movement within the school
4. Sending out proven multipliers; John
20:21, ‘ Again Jesus
said , “ peace Conclusion
be with you as the Father has sent me, I
• Our success as Christian teachers and
am sending you”.
chaplains in schools is not measured by
the amount of work we can do individWorkshop tasks
ually but rather by the people we leave
behind who can function as well better
1. How do you promote teamwork and harthan ourselves.
mony among Christian team teachers,
• We should try to train people to do things
chaplains and school sponsors?
we are doing so that the work of God
can grow and move on.
2. Which structures can you put in place
to ensure continuity of the work beyond • Just as Paul admonishes Timothy in 2 Timothy 2:2, ‘And the things you have heard
your term of service?
me say in the presence of many witnesses entrust to reliable men who will also be
qualified to teach others’
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INTERCESSION FOR DISCIPLESHIP
Rev. Peterson Rukenya

Introduction:
Why Apostle Paul?

We always thank God for all of you, mentioning you in our prayers. We continually
remember before our God and Father your
work produced by faith, your labor prompted by love, and your endurance inspired by
hope in our Lord Jesus Christ.” 1 Thess. 1:2-3

• Because he was not only committed to 2. Nurture a Personal burden for praying
for discipleships
making disciples but also saw prayer as
an integral part of making disciples.
• He prayed for his disciples (like Timothy)
and for the communities of disciples
(churches) that he established.
1. Develop an awareness of the things God
is doing in your mission field
• Have an ear/eye for what the Holy Spirit is
doing—it creates a thankful Spirit, a prayPaul’s burden for the churches
ing spirit.
“Besides everything else, I face daily the
pressure of my concern for all the churches.
Who is weak, and I do not feel weak? Who
is led into sin, and I do not inwardly burn?” 2
Cor. 11:28-29
• A burden for fruitfulness (maturity)
“I pray that out of his glorious riches he may
strengthen you with power through his Spirit in your inner being… And I pray that you
Take note of Apostle Paul’s ‘because of…’ [may be] rooted and established.” Eph.
—the trigger for thanksgiving prayer was 3:16-17
an awareness of what was doing ‘on the
• A burden for loving relationships— united
ground’.
communities of faith
“In all my prayers for all of you, I always pray “Ever since I heard about your faith in the
with joy because of your partnership in the Lord Jesus and your love for all God’s peogospel from the first day until now…” Phil 1:3 ple, I have not stopped giving thanks for
you, remembering you in my prayers.” Eph.
“First, I thank my God through Jesus Christ for 1:15-16
all of you, because your faith is being reported all over the world…” Rom 1:8

• A burden for a triumphant church
“May the God of hope fill you with all joy
“We always thank God the Father of our and peace as you trust in him, so that you
Lord Jesus Christ, when we pray for you, be- may overflow with hope by the power of the
cause we have heard of your faith in Christ Holy Spirit.” Rom. 15:13
Jesus and of the love you have for all the
• A burden for a holy church
saints…” Col. 1:3
“May God himself, the God of peace, sanctify you through and through. May your
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whole spirit, soul and body be kept blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.
The one who calls you is faithful and he will
do it. 1 Thess. 5:23-24
3. Develop a consistent discipline of prayer
for discipleship

Paul’s wide prayer net-work:
• Colossians:
• Ephesians
• Thessalonians
• Romans
• Corinthians
• Philippians
• And More…

One of the greatest threats to intercession
is indiscipline—the lack of consistency and “I urge you, brothers, by our Lord Jesus Christ
and by the love of the Spirit, to join me in my
regularity.
struggle by praying to God for me.” Romans
“For this reason, ever since I heard about 15:30
your faith in the Lord Jesus and your love for “Pray also for me, that whenever I open my
all God’s people,  I have not stopped giv- mouth, words may be given me so that I will
ing thanks for you, remembering you in my fearlessly make known the mystery of the
prayers.  I keep asking that the God of our gospel, for which I am an ambassador in
Lord Jesus Christ, the glorious Father, may chains. Pray that I may declare it fearlessly,
give you the Spirit of wisdom and revelation, as I should.” Eph. 6:19-20 [Also Col. 4:2-4]
so that you may know him better.” Eph. 1:15“On Him we have set our hope that He will
17
“I thank God, whom I serve, as my ances- continue to deliver us, as you help us by your
tors did, with a clear conscience, as night prayers. Then many will give thanks on our
and day I constantly remember you in my behalf for the gracious favor granted us in
answer to the prayers of many.” 2 Cor. 1:11
prayers.”
2 Tim. 1:3
5. Model prayer as a discipleship approach
“Night and day we pray most earnestly that
we may see you again and supply what is
lacking in your faith.” 1 Thess. 2:10
Discipline creates a pattern of prayer
• Point in time—when?
• Place—Where?
• Partners—with who?
• Prayer issues—for what?
Discipline creates passion in prayer
• Praying makes a prayerful person
4. Develop strong and functional prayer
networks

When Paul had finished speaking, he knelt
down with all of them and prayed.” Acts
20:36
“About midnight Paul and Silas were praying and singing hymns to God, and the other
prisoners were listening to them.” Acts 16:25
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EACTC 2020- COMMISSIONING SERVICE
YOU’RE CALLED FOR SUCH A TIME AS THIS
BY BISHOP DAVID OGINDE

capture the thinking faculty of every individual that you come across so that they can
direct it to that to that place you want, to
think and imagine the way you want them
to think. To cause them to think and act the
Teachers are in a battle front in the battle way you want them to. Those of us who are
of the minds. This battle is tot won by con- going to conquer and win the battle for the
ventional weapons. The war is invisible and minds are people who possess the power of
requires a person who is alert like the sons of wit-craft.
Issachar who understood the times. Teachers are disciple-makers by design, playing a Some scriptural examples of men and womcritical at such a time as this.
en who conquered Kingdoms and who did
The critical role of a teacher in the battle of
the minds

great things in their times where God placed
them but didn’t use weapons of warfare:

• Joseph – He became a ruler in Egypt
The current battle is not about physical rewithout a coup
sources… But a battle for the control/a fight • Esther – saved her people of Israel, not
to take charge of the human thought. It’s a
by amassing troops against Haman who
battle for the minds.
was the enemy of Israel
• Solomon- Asked God for wisdom, not
Human beings have discovered that if can
land or money or troops or equipment
you control how people think, then you can • Jesus- when confronted by the devil in
shape opinion and you can drive ideology
the wilderness he didn’t use a stick to hit
then you can have all these other things that
the great serpent.
people struggle for and fight over.
These people conquered using the power of
the mind, and with prayer backed wisdom,
That is why where God has placed us, if we they took charge of their situations and conmust win this battle we must employ the Spir- trolled the outcome to their advantage.
it of Wisdom and this is what I call ‘employing the power of “wit-craft”. As we look at We are living in information age in which
the nation, continent and world today, this knowledge and information has greatly inis where the battle is raging. If we are going creased. The men and women who want to
to succeed where God has placed us in the rule today are strategically taking charge of
call for such a time as this, then we must be knowledge and information referred to as
aware of the environment which God has the power of wit-craft. It’s the battle of the
placed us.
minds.
The power of wit-craft
Wit-craft is the ability to shape how people
think and to craft social identities. Wit-craft is
a rhetorical skill and depends upon the ability to take ambiguous or novel circumstances
and makes sense of them in terms of familiar
constructions that people can identify with.
In simple language, wit-craft is the ability to

It’s a fact that anybody who controls your
thinking controls what you do and what you
eventually become.
PROV 23:7
“As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he”

If I can direct your mind, then I can determine who you can become.
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JUDGES 2:10-14 highlights a very tragic story
in the people of Israel
10 After that whole generation had been
gathered to their ancestors, another generation grew up who knew neither the Lord nor
what he had done for Israel. 11 Then the Israelites did evil in the eyes of the Lord and
served the Baals. 12 They forsook the Lord,
the God of their ancestors, who had brought
them out of Egypt. They followed and worshiped various gods of the peoples around
them. They aroused the Lord’s anger 13 because they forsook him and served Baal and
the Ashtoreths. 14 In his anger against Israel
the Lord gave them into the hands of raiders who plundered them. He sold them into
the hands of their enemies all around, whom
they were no longer able to resist. 15 Whenever Israel went out to fight, the hand of
the Lord was against them to defeat them,
just as he had sworn to them. They were in
great distress.
How did Israel get here? It seems that somehow someone changed the narrative from
their focus from Jehovah God and His great
work; the people’s minds were refocused
to something more attractive to serve other
gods of their neighbors. Their minds were refocused to something more attractive which
led them to abandon their God to serve other gods.
This story now being replicated in our world
today, the power of wit craft is at paly against
the message of the cross that many see as
foolishness. E.g. Europe that pioneered mission work seems to have fallen in this deep
hole, many in Europe and the nations like
USA has a generation that dint revere God
like their forefathers. In these nations, currently, Christianity has become so irrelevant
that many above 50 years and above not
caring about Christianity. Minds taken away
from Christianity to sports entertainment in
the developed world e.t.c

Nebuchadnezzar gathered young men who
were skilled and trained them like Daniel,
Shadrack, Meshack and Abednego and
trained them in their culture, changed their
names and , Marxism did the same, radical Islam target brilliant young people e.g.
the attack of Garissa university was led by
a young man who ad graduated from UoN
but radicalized to get into this act, mungiki
etc
People who want to transform the world target young people. There is a raging battle to
capture the minds of our children. Unless the
church in Africa employs the power of wit
craft, we will remain largely irrelevant to the
shaping of the global trends. Unfortunately,
the church focuses a lot on the older people
.th emethods of yesterday might no longer
work agains the forces of the enemy we are
tackling today, and if we are not careful,
they might soon overwhelm us and drive us
out of business. We must change tact and
target young people.
Current Examples of the battle in Kenya:
Teenage pregnancy outcry in the last 5-6yrs
in Kenya… there has been spirited expose
over teenage pregnancy. There have been
consistent and persistent calls on sections
of the media on prevalent sexual activity
among our Teenagers. Some of the highlights have been on school girls who had to
undertake KCPE/KCSE exams in maternity
hospitals or at homes nursing children. To the
casual observer, it may appear that there
might have been a sudden crisis among
our children and unless something is done
quickly, all our teens are going to become
pregnant or be HIV positive. Or be dead in
the hands of quack abortionists. For a fact,
our children have crossed the boundaries in
matters of sex; this matter should concern
every parent, pastor, teacher and every
government.

That notwithstanding, we must raise doubts
How is this done?
about the magnitude of the problem as is
being portrayed. It does appear that the exThroughout history, people who have trans- pose has more than meets the eye, and with
formed the world have employed the pow- an agenda that is far from genuine concern
er of wit-craft by targeting young men e.g. over our children. Keen observers have
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noted that in the last several years, the fo- teenage pregnancy.
cus on teenage pregnancy has come in an
almost precise and calculated frequency, Some abortionist institutions like Marie Stopes
usually about 6 to 9 months.
advertised openly safe abortions for girls.
They openly wrote on their online platforms
A chronology of events to illustrate the
“we won’t shy away from delivering services
battle:
like safe abortions, we need to confront taboos and fight stigma so that more women
Sept 2015 The government of Kenya can end pregnancies without putting their
through the ministry of Health launched the lives at risk”. Unfortunately for them, their efNational adolescence sexual and reproduc- forts seemed to have aborted when Kenya
tive health policy 2015 (https://www.pop- Medical Practitioners, Pharmacists and Dencouncil.org/uploads/pdfs/2015STEPUP_Ken- tists Union (KMPDU) demanded that Marie
yaNationalAdolSRHPolicy.pdf) The Ministry Stopes should stop offering abortion services
of health were working with the ministry of or be kicked out of Kenya.
education to ensure that age appropriate
comprehensive sexuality education (CSE) From the look of things, other unfavorable
was implemented in all schools in Kenya that ideologies and practices are being pushed
this would “empower young people with ap- against us: abortion, feminism, atheism,
propriate information and skills to help them Homo sexuality, prostitution are being pushed
make informed choices about their sexuali- down our throats by strong and well-funded
ty.”
lobby groups. At the moment, its CSE is battling for the soul of our children. The question
Apr 2016 The findings of a study were re- is: who is going to stand against this groups?
leased citing that Kenyan teens want to be You are in such a place and called at such
taught how to use contraceptives including a time as this. Teachers spend a lot of time
oral pills, condoms and injectables as part of more than parents with children and know
sexual education in school and at home. The when these things are being done because.
results of this study were widely published in Parents spend 4 hours in a day with the chilall newspapers.
dren while teachers have the rest of it.
June 2017 Research findings released by
media that teenagers have unanimously requested for use of contraceptives and other forms of reproductive health measures.
(Refer to https://nairobinews.nation.co.ke/
news/give-us-condoms-plead-kenyanteens and https://www.guttmacher.org/report/sexuality-education-kenya/resources)
Jan 2018
There were fresh demands for
the implementation for Comprehensive
Sexuality Education (CSE). This time round,
parents and church came out strongly to
oppose CSE strongly and their action was
strongly criticized that the church was opposing from a point of ignorance and naivety. Dr. Fred Matiangi, the then minister of
education then, came up with a proposal
to establish chaplaincy institutionalized in
schools. Eight months later, the CSE crusaders were back with reports of candidates
sitting for exams with an increased rate of

Who is going to spearhead the battle of the
minds and souls of or children? wIn every period of History, God raised men and omen
to bring about transformation e.g. Moses
delivered the children of Israle out of slavery in Egypt, David delivered Israel from an
embarrassing encounter against Goliath,
Nehemiah restored the broken walls, Elijah
ashamed Israel in the battle of supremacy
of the gods at Mt. Carmel, Mary a young girl
was icked to bring forth the messiah, Peter
was picked by Christ to establish the church
among jews and Paul to take the gospel beyond the borders of Israel.
Every significant transformation has been
spearheaded by individual men and women picked by God for the task. In contemporary history, men who brought transformation include: Dr. Martin Luther King who God
raised up to restore the message of grace
when the gospel had become legalistic
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history, His name sake Dr. Martin Luther King
Jnr fought to bring down racism in the USA,
and William Wilberforce (25 years old) who
fought gallantly in parliament and slavery
was abolished in 1807.

ons we fight with are not the weapons of
the world. On the contrary, they have divine
power to demolish strongholds. 5 We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets
itself up against the knowledge of God, and
we take captive every thought to make it
What is obvious about these men is that they obedient to Christ.
deployed the power of wit-craft and outmaneuvered their opponents to achieve great To fight the raging against our children in
things for God.
our schools, to demolish powers and arguments—we take captive every thought i.e.
CONCLUSION
every ideology or conspiracy that comes
against our children and make it obedient
God does not use multitudes, God does not to Jesus Christ.
use groups, God does not use crowds but
God uses individuals. You are where you are God is calling you for such a time as this. Are
now because God has placed you there for you available to say like Isaiah to say,
a purpose. It is clear therefore, that where
God wants to do anything, he looks for hu- “Here I am, send me”. If we avail ourselves
man instrumentality. He therefore looks for a as teachers who are consistently and conman / woman in every generation with Spirit stantly in touch with our children and young
anointed wit craft that he might bring king- people, we can take captive every thought
dom transformation within the church, na- comes into our space with the power of spirit
tion and in every sphere of life.
empowered wit craft. This is a battle fought
with wisdom.
Teachers have the distinct privilege to wage
war against the enemy using the power of Matthew 10:16
wit craft. God has given us all we need to 16 “I am sending you out like sheep among
fight and win this battle:
wolves. Therefore be as shrewd as snakes
and as innocent as doves.
2 Corinthians 10:3-5(NIV)
3 For though we live in the world, we do not Be wise as serpent and gentle as a dove...
wage war as the world does. 4 The weap- those are the people who win this battle.

CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES
1. To Minister to the Christian Teacher: The
conference seeks to refresh, renew,nourish
and inspire the Christian teacher. This will
be achieved through topics that address
personal needs of a teacher, sharing experiences with other teachers and fellowship.

2. To equip the Christian teacher: to handle emerging trends influencing students,
Biblical interventions and personal development workshops to enhance their wholesome growth.
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3. To create a network of Christian union
Patrons, Christian teachers, and associates
through the member ministries
SFHM has four major activities to achieve our
vision categorized into 4 pillars namely,
STRATEGIC FELLOWSHIP FOR HIGH SCHOOL
MINISTRIES (SFHM)
SFHM is an association of Christian ministries
involved in high school outreach registered
in 2009 by the registrar of societies with its
secretariat hosted at Life Ministry Kenya in
Hurlingum, Nairobi. SFHM currently has 10
members namely Kenya Students Christian
Fellowship (KSCF), TIMAZI, Commissioners for
Christ Ministries (CFCM), Park Road Fellowship, Life Ministry- Kenya, One Hope, Source
of Light EA, Kenya Youth for Christ, Breathe
Ministries, and KUBAMBA.

a. Conference Pillar: Aim is to synergize focus on ministering and equipping Christian
Teachers, chaplains and student ministry
workers through the bi-annual East Africa
Christian Teachers Conference (EACTC).
b. Research pillar: Aims to do gap analysis in
student ministry through research, followed
by creating awareness and encouraging
strategic action by relevant stakeholders.
c. Partnership pillar: Aim to facilitate forums
for prayer, fellowship, sharing of High School
ministry information and strategic planning.
d. Advocacy Pillar: Aims to present a common shared front nationally on high school
ministry (to schools, government and other
stakeholders)

VISION:
Students walking and living as disciples of
FINANCIAL SUPPORT IS PAYABLE AS FOLLOWS:
Jesus Christ.
Your support goes a long way to facilitate
discipleship of high school students as well as
MISSION:
ministering and equipping of the teachers/
To achieve greater effectiveness in high
student ministry workers. Your partnership is
school ministry, SFHM will facilitate partneressential to SFHM calling to connect high
ship, to support and build upon each other’s
school ministries to support and build each
ministry strengths, while providing a referother’s strengths and build synergy for effecence point for high school ministry.
tive high school outreach across East Africa.
Thank you for your prayerful consideration to
make a financial commitment to the Strategic Fellowship for High School Ministries.
1. Cheques payable to: Strategic Fellowship for High school Ministries

SFHM OBJECTIVES:
1. To equip through training Christian union
patrons and other Christian teachers (who
are the recruiting pool for CU patrons) sothat they can function as agents of moral
change in the stations and in the country.
2. To create a network of Christian ministries
involved in high school ministry across Kenya
for fellowship and accountability.

2. Absa Bank: Moi Avenue Branch
Account Name: Strategic Fellowship 		
for High School Ministries
A/c No: 2035957114

3. M-pesa
Paybill No: 717440 | Account: Support
May God bless you abundantly!
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For if you remain completely silent at this time, relief and
deliverance will arise for the Jews from another place, but you
and your father’s house will perish. Yet who knows whether you
have come to the kingdom for such a time as this?

Esther 4:14
NKJV

Organised By:

Partnering Ministries:

Contacts:
SFHM Secretariat,
P.O. BOX 60675-00200, Nairobi
Tel. No: +254 746 888 633 / +254 750 222 115
Email: admin@sfhm.or.ke | Website: www.sfhm.or.ke
Location: Life Ministry Offices, Rose Avenue, Nairobi.

